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A N O T E F R O M N O E L L E //

Life’s Curve Balls
Dear Aggies, friends, and neighbors,
We have been through a lot in the last
six months. In late March, Utah State
University students, faculty, and staff
transitioned (with grace and success)
from in-person classes to fully remote
courses for the remainder of the semester.
We also developed numerous procedures
and policies that reduce the risk of
COVID-19 infections as we carry on
our mission of education, research, and
outreach. I have never been prouder to
be leading Utah State than during this
challenging time.
The COVID-19 pandemic requires
quick thinking and logical, data-based
decisions which, of course, is Aggie
territory. The saying “Get the right people
on the bus” is true during this pandemic.
With COVID-19, we do not have time to
spin our wheels. Our team at Utah State
meets daily, sometimes twice a day, to
review risks and solutions. For months I
have been in weekly virtual meetings with
other Utah university presidents so we can
share ideas and move forward together.
I am proud of the strategies we will
be employing for fall semester to reduce
the risk of COVID-19 transmission
on Utah State campuses and centers.
Faculty will deliver their courses through
traditional face-to-face classes, interactive
video conferencing, web broadcast,
online, or various blends of these formats.
Utah State has been a leader in online
education for over 25 years so I know we
will do this well.
Navigating the landscape of
COVID-19 has been difficult. I am a
smiler and a hugger. I feel like I have lost
that personal connection with people as
we move to virtual meetings or I wear my
mask in public. It feels like half of my
personality is gone. But, I wear a mask
because I care about other people and
wearing a mask is a critical component
of Utah State campuses remaining open
this fall.

We have approximately 27,000
students and I am certain we have 27,000
different opinions about the changes this
fall. There is no middle ground to the
pandemic, but I assure you we have been
methodical about bringing students back
to campus and worked to mitigate risks
wherever possible. We expect employees
to act responsibly but our students also
play a role in keeping campuses safe.
Everyone must do their part. Several years
ago, we launched the Aggies Think, Care,
Act campus-wide initiative that fosters a
caring learning community. I hope our
students embrace this moment to show
that Aggies are willing to take action to
show they care about each other.
There is the possibility that the
incoming class of students will be
a tighter cohort than we have ever
experienced because they will need to
be versatile, resilient, trust each other,
and work together. The upperclassmen
will likely be disappointed because our
campuses will not feel the same as in past
years. It cannot. There will be restrictions
and there will be fewer activities and
events than they are used to. I know
this will not be easy. However, I have
incredible hope that by working together,
this fall semester will be a success.
Clearly, these are uncertain and
worrisome times. I still laugh, I still make
jokes, I still enjoy people, and I still love
my job. My garden, always a place of
rejuvenation for me, was planted earlier
this spring and is now flourishing. When
work circumstances changed for my son
this summer, my husband, John, and
I took in his 10-month old Doberman
pinscher puppy. Duke is the first dog I
have been around other than the ranch
dogs we had growing up. Aside from
losing a shoe to his teething, it has been
a positive experience. I have relished the
role of grandma. I am super indulgent.
I never make him sit, and I am always
slipping him treats.

Top: At home, Noelle and her grand puppy
Duke sit by the garden. Bottom: At work,
Noelle masks up Aggie Strong style.

But I think about COVID-19 every
day. I try to anticipate the problems that
may arise this fall, and I remember to take
Duke out for some needed exercise. This
is life. Life throws curve balls at you and
you catch them and deal with them. And I
know, without a doubt, we will keep being
“Aggie Strong.”

Noelle Cockett

Utah State University President
This issue went to press Aug. 4, 2020.
For updates on USU COVID policies,
visit www.usu.edu/covid-19.
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L E T T E R F R O M T H E E D I T O R //

Our Present Future
We originally had utopian visions for our cover with a happy focus on the
future. The pandemic’s punch to the gut, however, brought us back to the
present. Instead of flying cars, we selected student-athlete Jordan Nathan.

As of this writing,

our football players do not know what the season holds. They are suiting up and preparing for the
“maybes” while our basketball players are still coping with the “what-ifs.” In March, the men’s team was at the top of its
game. When they defeated San Diego State, little did they know that their NCAA Tournament aspirations were arching like
Sam Merrill’s 3-pointer just before it dropped. In this issue we learn that the pandemic may have stolen the moment, but not
the dreams of our student athletes. What we see in Nathan’s eyes on the cover of our magazine, is what this moment also reveals
about our university—how goals, in the face of barriers, generate determination.
It is a well-grounded approach to the future, acknowledging the challenges while figuring out ways to overcome them. Like what
our team of researchers in the College of Agriculture and Applied Sciences are doing right now as they try to understand and
defeat the novel coronavirus. And what our other university researchers are doing today to shape the future of transportation,
cities, schools, and agriculture.
The future is fittingly on my mind as I bring my career to a close and pass the baton
to Kristen Munson. I count myself lucky to have spent 30 years at USU advocating
for education. Nothing has been more satisfying, and hopeful, than working in an
environment that stretches minds, opens doors, and increases understanding.
As for flying cars, I am still hoping, right along
with Edith Bowen Laboratory School student
Elle Turner. “When I’m older,” she writes,
“I hope there are flying cars so I can park on
the top of the mountain and make a picnic
and see the sunset with my dog.”

Photo by John DeVilbiss.
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C A M P U S S C E N E //
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Taking an
Incomplete
The 50,000 spring
flowers that campus
landscaper Brian Daines
planted last fall for the
Class of 2020 bloomed
this year without them.
By mid-March, Utah State
University was already
transitioning to online
course delivery in efforts
to prevent the spread of
COVID-19. By mid-April,
campus sidewalks, normally filled with students
hurrying between classes
and finals, were empty
and quiet. Students would
go on to finish their
classes online incognito,
leaving a blossoming
campus incomplete.
See more shots of campus at
utahstatemagazine.usu.edu/
taking-an-incomplete.
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L E T T E R S //

We welcome your thoughts.

Please email letters to mageditor@usu.edu or mail to Utah State Magazine Editor, 0500 Old Main Hill, Logan, UT
84322–0500. Please include full name, address, phone number, and email, if available. We reserve the right to edit for length and clarity.

UTAHSTATE
SPRING 2020

Balancing Acts // 42
The Art of Listening

// 26

The Way We See Things

// 30

An Issue that Resonated
I have to say that the Spring 2020 edition
of the Utah State magazine is one of the
best that you’ve published. In this unprecedented time of stay-at-home orders
thanks to COVID-19, I found many of
the articles especially apropos because they
took me back to my days at USU. I’m
now retired after spending the last 50 years
in the commercial jet engine business,
however, that retrospective gave me an
opportunity to more fully grasp how my
aviation technology classes prepared me
for my career. Who knew?
I don’t remember USU having an ice
hockey team when I was there (1963
to 1967), but the article resonated with
me because my youngest son played ice
hockey from when he was 10 up through
his college days. I’ve also reestablished
some long dormant friendships with
former roommates. It’s interesting to me
that we each view our experiences at USU
as being among the best.
Well done. Keep doing what you are
doing. Once an Aggie, always an Aggie!
—Mike Kennedy ’67
The Villages, FL
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Kudos Deserved

Go Aggies

I was very impressed by the young man
Cedric Mannie. Kudos to him, for his
efforts in getting an education and wanting to make a difference—he has. Please
pass my congratulations on to him.
I grew up in Blanding, San Juan
County, Utah, so I’m somewhat familiar
with the challenges he faced. When I was
young, there was only one high school for
the entire southern half of the county, and
the efforts made by the American Indians
(Navajos and Utes) to get to school was
tremendous. I have to admire those who
made that effort; it had to have been overwhelming. The same would have been
true for the Navajo reservation in Arizona
(Kinlichee).
Thank you for highlighting what he
faced and how he succeeded.
—Shauna Harvey Hicken ’74

I am a former student of USU and I
completed my degree a few years ago. I am
still connected to the USU community
because of you. I love what you guys do
and please keep all alumni connected and
keep them in your minds. You may add
something to your magazine talking about
one graduate at a time. We are so proud to
be a member in the USU community.
This is just to say “Thanks” from the
bottom of my heart.
—Fathi Anayah, Ph.D ’12
Assistant Professor, College of
Engineering and Technology
Palestine Technical University–
Kadoorie (PTUK)

Better and Better
The magazine has gotten better and
better over the years. It has helped me
“reconnect” my positive feelings towards
the university. I believe the magazine
contributes positively to the image
of USU.
—Tom Dominesey ’79 BS

Make Some Memories
It has been 52 years since I graduated from
USU. What a wonderful ride the past 52
years have been!
We had no PCs, no Google, no internet, no smart phones, no smart tablets.
Still have no smart gadgets, only a PC and
a 10-key adding machine. Visited almost
every continent on the planet … not
Antarctica yet, but have been very close
once. Many airplanes, many ships. Many
different jobs. Take time to make lifelong
friends and to think where you will be 50
years from now. In the meantime, thank
your professors for their service and eat
USU ice cream. Make some memories of
your short stay at a wonderful university.
— Jim Howell ’69 BS MBA,
CPA, dad (5 times)

Things Have Changed
I started farming/market gardening when I
retired from the U.S. Army. Working with
my hands gives me a lot of time to think.
Reading the article about the Student
Emergency Hardship Fund reminded me
how much things have changed since I
graduated back in ’72. With a summer
job and working during the school year
you could make ends meet even with most
menial jobs paying the minimum wage.
Of course, I was single with no dependents and living frugally. Getting a student
loan back then was usually not necessary.
I don’t know how students make it these
days especially if they are single parents
with children to feed. To that end, every
fall I donate $1,000 to the emergency
hardship fund.
The more I think about it the more
convinced I am that modern students have
more obstacles to overcome than when I
was a student. This is especially true for
older students attending college long after
high school, or coming back to school
after dropping out, let alone students from
poorer regions of the state. I sincerely
hope that USU alumni support the various scholarships and student aid funds
that exist.
—Paul Conway, ’72, Leavenworth, KS

‘Climate Change’ Questions
I just read William Tennent’s rebuttal to a
couple of letters regarding ‘global warming’ and criticism of the state of modern
day MSM.
George E. P. Box, a British statistician
and Ph.D, said, “All models are wrong,
but some are useful.” I must concur, I
just this morning got off the phone with
a young engineer doing modeling and
had to explain to him that the computer
output that he was using for a report was
incorrect. High flows in pipelines result
in a higher head, not lower. He had to go
back and look at his numbers again …
[Scientists] put together computer
models to detect changes in the climate
and by no means are able to include every
factor (there are dozens) which contributes
‘climate change.’ Yet when they get the
output, it is also considered gospel and
they want to base every decision for the
future of mankind off of the output. They
would be better off devising a vehicle that
gets 130 miles to the gallon. And no I do
not work for the oil companies, nor do I
like breathing dirty air.
Just two questions: how much money
does USU receive in order to study ‘global
warming or climate change?’ And what are
the restrictions or limitations put on the
study of that subject?
—Bruce A. Nieveen, Riverton, Utah
Editor’s note: Utah State University does not
place restrictions on scientific studies. However,
funding sources such as the National Science
Foundation typically require data to be accurately collected and reported and evidence-based
protocol followed.

From Social Media

Photo courtesy of USU Special
Collections and Archives.

OMH Pic

historypreservedblog
This is my favorite photograph of my alma mater,
Utah State. During WWI, Utah State was an agricultural
college, so it’s not surprising that they plowed up Old
Main Hill to plant a huge victory garden! They even used
the school grounds to train military recruits.
I remember standing in the student center, staring at
this photo hanging on the wall. I was just so captivated
by this cool piece of history. Then, yesterday, we got the
... university magazine in the mail and this photo was
on the back cover. I was struck once again by how totally
cool it is!
#aggies

From the Website
An Honor

@DrCarriecutler

What an honor having General Mattis
speak at USU. And his message is so
relevant in the here and now.
— Allan Gross

Such a treat to open my alumni magazine from
@USUAggies and see my new book featured!
#mathpositivemindsets #inspiremathculture #iteachmath
#MTBoS #remotelearning #homeschooling
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Teaching Fourth Grade

FROM HOME
By Shannon Rhodes, Edith Bowen Laboratory School

P

ersonalized learning took on new
meaning this spring when we moved
our class community to a virtual
substitute, Canvas. Teachers had been
brainstorming online learning scenarios
for a day or two before Gov. Gary Herbert made his announcement to close
Utah schools, and I was ready to train
my students on Canvas with a discussion
board and a math quiz. But the students
never returned to the classroom, so we
all jumped right into the deep end of
the pool.
Surprisingly, all but one of my students appeared on the Zoom screen
on Tuesday, and most of my links worked in Canvas for my students who
had to figure it out at home. Prior to
COVID-19, our mornings began on our
blue rug, circled up together in a class
meeting. Zoom meetings continued that
routine, but suddenly we had Rosco the
dog and foster kittens and baby chicks,
students swinging in their hammocks,
others eating cereal, and one who stood
collecting static electricity with his light
saber as I shared our daily objectives and
learning opportunities. I soon learned
that teaching fourth grade from my
computer on a temporary table at home
was not business as usual. Each student
responded differently in how they interpreted tasks I assigned, especially when
they discovered how to upload videos.
Soon I had students, siblings, and often
parents turning a reader’s theater script
into dinosaur puppet show productions
and sharing them with other families in
our discussion board.
Faculty discovered creative ways to
continue our traditional field experiences
and cultural events. Five days after our
first Zoom meeting we had 56 students
10
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and teachers enjoying an overnighter,
sharing river running stories from pillow
forts and tents in living rooms. We adapted our Mountain Man Rendezvous to a
virtual one, with students sharing videos
of themselves reporting about beaver pelt
caches and striking fires with flint and
steel in their backyards. Sixty participants were virtually square dancing at
our Buckskinner’s Ball. Students longed
for their peer relationships, even if it was
being a shoulder partner seated at a desk
working with fraction manipulatives.
They begged for breakout sessions, which
we named virtual morning recess, and for
some students, that has been the limit of
their virtual learning experience.
I came to appreciate the power of
connection along with everyone else in
social isolation, but my philosophy that
the best teaching and learning happens
through social interactions stands firm.
My fear, sometimes hinted in my students’ writings also, is that future learning
in the elementary school setting will go
entirely virtual. We discussed the benefits
and drawbacks of the scenario from Isaac
Asimov’s “The Fun They Had”: humans
will forget what it feels like to read from
pages in a paperback book together.
One student, longing for that personal
connection we once took for granted in
our classroom, recorded himself reading
from our class novel, the actual paper
copy I’d sent home on our last day
together. This 10-minute video was his
attempt at mimicking, as best he could,
how reading used to be in our class. The
next day his classmates recorded themselves reading aloud. The Jetsons cartoon
showing a teacher on a screen dispensing
assignments from one slot and accepting
completed work in another, haunted

me as I built and assigned Canvas modules and wrote personalized, yet virtual,
feedback.
We speculate, even while in the
midst of COVID-19, how our teaching
practices will evolve. Will I incorporate
what I’ve depended on for weeks into my
future teaching when it is a choice and
not survival? I suspect so when I consider
this: One of my students was motivated
by the at-home availability of speechto-text software to compose paragraphs
bursting with details about electrified
vehicles and other future possibilities he
imagined, celebrating that “I wrote 10
times what I would have written with my
pencil and paper at school.”
There will be technology tricks and
skills students will bring back to the
classroom, yet I’m convinced that, given
the choice, I still want to be the person
standing at the door gathering student
work with a smile. Leave the robots to
dispensing food capsules. Perhaps I will
ride in my hover car to work, but I still
want to be in my classroom with my
students and the happy accidents that
happen there as we learn together.

Children’s
Predictions
Look for this symbol
throughout the magazine to read
predictions about the future
from Edith Bowen students.

Commencement or not,
McKayla Colleen Baadsgaard, from Spanish Fork,
Utah, still donned her
cap and gown in April and
celebrated her bachelor’s
degree in Communicative
Disorders. No waiting in line
was necessary for posing
on the Block A. The campus
was mostly empty. Photo
by John DeVilbiss.

I N B R I E F // N E W S @ U S U

“

This tragic event stands as a dark
reminder of the colossal work that still lays
ahead of us when it comes to combating
systemic racism. I, along with every other
student leader at Utah State University,
want to redeclare our commitment to
creating an inclusive campus atmosphere.
... A crucial part of being an Aggie is
having the spirit of inclusiveness, support,
and understanding of all people no matter
our diﬀerences. — Sami Ahmed, ASUSU
president, in a letter to students June 3 sent in response
to the killing of George Floyd Jr. by a police officer in
Minneapolis in May, which set off a cascade of protests
around the nation and overseas. Ahmed encouraged
students to seek support if they were struggling.

“

Resources can be found at aggiewellness.usu.edu.

CELEBRATE

A Graduation Like NoCOther
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Utah State University’s 133 commencement ceremonies
n tProon
j
were canceled this spring to prevent the spread of coronavirus.ect

More than 7,000 students from 48 states and 59 countries
graduated April 30, but without the traditional fanfare. “I am
very disappointed that I have not been able to stand in front
of you in full academic regalia, celebrating this momentous
occasion in person with you, and your families, and friends,”
USU President Noelle Cockett wrote students.

Top 10 Most Popular Undergraduate Degrees,
by Number of Graduates:
360
349
188
160
152
149
133
129
128
117

Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education
Economics
Psychology
Human Movement Science
Mechanical Engineering
Business Administration
Elementary Education
Integrated Studies
Biology
Marketing
FALL 2020 I UTAHSTATE
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COVID-19 COVERAGE

Barak Stephens,
a mechanical
engineering major,
prints face shield
components.
Photo by Matt
Jensen ’08.

A Massive Undertaking
In Record Time
Converting all of USU’s courses
taught across its 32 campuses and
statewide education centers was a historic
undertaking after in-person instruction
was canceled to curb transmission of
COVID-19. With help from faculty,
students, and alums of the Instructional
Technology and Learning Sciences
program, USU classes were up and online in record time. Within 10 days of
moving to an eLearning system:

Printing PPE for Utah Health Workers
Out of concern that Utah health care workers would run out of personal protective equipment, USU’s College of Engineering and Center for Persons with Disabilities
(CPD) teamed with area businesses to produce additional supplies. The effort was
spurred by Mike Stokes, a CPD volunteer, after working with his son to find a face
shield for a relative. They found a design on an open source website and modified
it to fit over glasses. Elements can be 3D printed, laser cut, or cut on a CNC router.
The shield is made from an overhead projector transparency sheet.
Public school teachers, USU employees, Brigham City community members
and Juniper Systems of Logan donated materials to the cause. The volunteers
delivered 2,933 lightweight medical grade shields to Utah health care providers
and area businesses. USU Extension 4-H youth also answered the call to create
PPE. Josh and Kaleb Van Wagoner have made about 200 face shields to date, a
process that takes about two hours per face shield. Kaleb prints face shields before
he begins his schoolwork, starts a new shield in the middle of his studies, then
prints more afterward. “It makes me feel good to help people,” he says.

7,048

182

The number of
videos that USU
faculty and
instructors added.

The number of
hours spent in
live chats by
the USU support
staff, helping
faculty and
instructors.

105
The number of
staff on USU’s
eLearning team,
swelling from
10 full-time staff
members and
8 part-time
student interns.

Keeping Students Employed Through COVID-19
The coronavirus pandemic has forced employers to get creative. With
unprecedented unemployment rates due to COVID-19, USU Libraries kept
student and other hourly wage employees employed transcribing early editions of
USU’s student newspaper, the Utah Statesman, and its predecessor, Student Life.
“The end product is going to be enormously beneficial to future researchers,”
Head of Digital Initiatives Becky Thoms says. “This work makes the newspaper
keywords searchable, creating better access for students with disabilities and
meets other obligations to the American with Disabilities Act. It will mean
the public will have the opportunity to make new discoveries.”
To see the collection, visit digitalcommons.usu.edu/newspapers.
12
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Bud Frazier ’10 of
NavajoStrong, a grassroots effort to distribute
critical supplies across
the Navajo Nation. Image
courtesy of Krista Allen,
Navajo Times.

2,425
The number of
online courses
on Canvas,
jumping up from
1,881 courses.

An Emotional Journey Through Art

Advice From USU Health Care
Workers On The Frontlines

Art is a vehicle for contemplating big ideas. Like death.
And inequality. The last six months have been turbulent with
COVID-19 upending daily life and the murder of George
Floyd sparking civil unrest across America. The Nora Eccles
Harrison Museum of Art hopes to engage the community
in these issues in a new exhibition, The Day After Tomorrow:
Art in Response to Turmoil and Hope, which opened July 1 and
explores how artists have responded to crises of the past from
world wars and genocide to racism and the AIDS epidemic.
The museum will feature rotating exhibitions from Utah artists
and an interactive display where visitors can share their own
emotional journey.

“

and OB/GYN chief resident at Saint Barnabas Medical Center in Livingston, NJ.

“Recognize the importance of science and guidance from our
healthcare professionals. As the nation has gone through so
many changes, challenges, and losses, the stress and strain
can seem unending. Take it one day at a time and from the
words of Jeffrey R. Holland, ‘Believe in good things to come.’”
— Jessica (Parenti) Otte ’06, former Aggie gymnast and post-anesthesia
care unit registered nurse at the Northwest Medical Center in Tucson, AZ.

The pandemic has forced us to consider
the longer view, not the shorter day-to-day
view we are normally caught up in. It is a
time to reflect on the past, check up on the
present, and wonder about the future in a
meaningful way. I hope that the artworks
in The Day After Tomorrow help guide
us on our quest to recalibrate our bearing
— Bolton Colburn,

“

in the world.

“Be hopeful. My mom always taught me that without life,
there is no hope. All across the nation, we have lost numerous
Created
byweeks.
Nawicon
people in the last few
We have also seen many people
recover. That’s
something
to be hopeful
for, that we can and
from
the
Noun
Project
will persevere.” — Nnamdi Gwacham ’09, former Aggie football player

Curator of Collections and Exhibitions at NEHMA.

“Continue to follow the recommendations from the CDC,
especially as businesses start to open back up. Maintaining
social distancing, wearing masks where appropriate, and
washing one’s hands are simple things that can help stop
the spread of the virus moving forward.” — Josselyn (White)
Jones ’11, former Aggie volleyball player and nurse at Logan Regional
Hospital in Logan, UT.

“Stay positive and remain grateful. I know how much this
pandemic is affecting all industries and not only the medical
profession. Many people have suffered during this pandemic
in all aspects of life, but spreading positivity is a ripple effect
and a little bit can go a long way. We are all in this together.”
— Breyanna Auﬁero ’15, former Aggie gymnast and cardiac intensive
care nurse at Renown Regional Medical Center in Reno, NV.

Staying Navajo Strong
Navajo Nation is home to more than 170,000 people and is one of the communities hardest
hit by the COVID-19 pandemic. More than 8,734 cases and nearly 432 deaths have been
confirmed since July 23. “It’s a heartbreaking, dire situation,” says Utah State University Eastern
alum Bud Frazier, ’10, a registered nurse, who serves as operations manager at Mountainlands
Community Health Center in Lehi, Utah. Frazier, a member of the Navajo Nation, teamed with
his parents, Curtis ’16 and Teresa Frazier, to determine how to help. Their family has lost several
relatives to the virus and many residents have been quarantined without electricity or running
water, he says. “We came up with the idea of ‘NavajoStrong,’ a nonprofit, grassroots effort to
collect critical supplies and distribute them to families throughout the reservation.”
Learn about more ways to help at www.navajostrong.com.
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Underestimating
Carbon Dioxide

RESEARCH

Water is a carbon sink,

Photo courtesy of the
U.S. Forest Service.

Fire Atlas: A New Tool for Utah Fire Managers
Wildﬁres were once an important driver of ecosystem health in western U.S. forests, but
decades of fire suppression, natural and human-caused disturbances and environmental
change have combined to create conditions that favor wildfires and now impact human
health and safety, air quality, and water quality. The Utah Forest Institute at Utah State
University was developed to improve outcomes for fire and forest health in Utah. Much
of the nation’s fire research has concentrated on forest types not abundant in Utah, and
the Utah Forest Institute aims to fill some of these gaps, says Jim Lutz, associate professor
of wildland resources.
The institute’s initial project is creating the Utah Fire Atlas, which will describe the
severity and patterns of fires in all Utah forest types using Landsat satellite data. The
goal is to quantify at least 95% of the area burned since 1984, building on data from
the federal Monitoring Trends in Burn Severity program. Using the fire atlas, researchers
will characterize both wildfires and prescribed fires in Utah so the data can inform land
management and policy decisions that will create greater resilience to wildfires and
optimize post-fire conditions.

“

There’s no nook or cranny on
the surface of the earth that
won’t have microplastics.
It’s really unnerving to think
about it.

— Janice Brahney,

USU assistant professor

“

of watershed sciences in
The New York Times.
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meaning carbon dioxide is captured
there rather than released into the
atmosphere. But as surface waters
dry, carbon emissions are set free.
Since 2016, Soren Brothers,
assistant professor of watershed
sciences, has collaborated with
an international research team
examining carbon dioxide releases
from dry inland waters—a gap in
prior climate models. Their recent
global analysis published in Nature
Communications found significant
carbon dioxide emissions from dry
areas of inland waters across all
climate zones.
“This work is opening a lot of
questions regarding how well we’re
accounting for our CO2 emissions
to the atmosphere, particularly in
places where water management
practices are leading increasingly
to widespread desiccation, as we’ve
seen with the Great Salt Lake in
Utah,” Brothers says.

Plastic Rain Found in Protected Areas
Tiny plastic fragments are known to accumulate in wastewaters, rivers, and oceans.
And recently Janice Brahney and her team discovered they also accumulate in the
atmosphere. The scientists estimate that more than 1,000 tons of microplastics are
deposited across protected lands in the western U.S. each year, equivalent to more
than 123 million plastic water bottles. Their findings are reported in the June 12 issue
of Science. The researchers tested samples from 11 national parks and wilderness areas
and found 98% contained microplastics—microfibers sourced from clothing and
industrial materials such as paints and coatings. The ubiquity of microplastics in the
atmosphere has unknown consequences for microbial communities and humans, but
size ranges observed are well within that which accumulate in lung tissue, Brahney says,
which means “we’re breathing it.”

AWARDS

HONORS
Rural Work Initiative a Model for Other States
USU Extension’s Rural Online Initiative (ROI) program was
recognized for connecting rural communities with online work
opportunities. The ROI program was funded by the Utah State
Legislature in 2018 and designed to help residents develop
skills to compete for remote jobs with goals of reducing rural
unemployment, increasing median household income, and
promoting environmental sustainability. The Master Remote
Work Professional certificate course trains individuals as online freelancers, remote employees, or ecommerce entrepreneurs.
To date, 849 participants have completed the course requirements and 109 have found remote work. The economic impact
is equivalent to over 3,000 jobs in urban counties. Across all
graduates who found remote work, total salaries increased by
36%. The ROI program was honored by the National Association of Community Development Extension Professionals and
the 2020 Western Extension Directors Association for its efforts.

Three USU Students Named
2020 Goldwater Scholars
Matthew Hogan, Andrew Kjar, and Jenny R. Whiteley
were named 2020 Goldwater scholars for their outstanding
achievements in science and mathematics. The Barry
M. Goldwater Scholarship and Excellence in Education
Foundation Award gives recipients scholarships up to
$7,500 per year toward annual tuition and expenses.
“This well-deserved recognition is especially heartwarming
news during these challenging times,” says USU President
Noelle Cockett.

Matthew Hogan, a physics major, studies
cellular interactions in plants and writes
computer programs to create theoretical models of plant
stomata in the leaves of plants. He is developing hypotheses
of how plants adjust stomatal apertures at the just right
time, for just the right amount of time, to allow gas
exchange, yet prevent the plant from losing too much
water. “It’s a remarkable process, considering plants have
no central processing unit,” Hogan says.

Andrew Kjar, a biological engineering major,
researches 3D fabrication for neural tissue
engineering and efforts to formulate a novel
drug delivery system for treatment of cytomegalovirus
infection. His interest in cytomegalovirus was prompted by
witnessing the grief of a family whose young child died of
an infection. Kjar plans to pursue a doctorate in biomedical
engineering and conduct research in tissue models with a
focus on disease modeling.

NEHMA Joins National
Circle of Excellence

Brian Mains, Wheel of Life, 1994,
acrylic on canvas, 66 x 66
inches, Gift of the Marie
Eccles Caine Foundation.

The Nora Eccles Harrison
Museum of Art achieved
accreditation by the American Alliance of Museums, the highest
national recognition afforded to the nation’s museums. The
accreditation program is the field’s primary way to encourage
quality assurance, self-regulation, and public accountability.

Jenny R. Whiteley is a renaissance person.
She is a violinist in a violin, flute, harp trio who
also designs clothing, illustrates video poetry
books, and runs her own gardening and cleaning business.
At USU, the physicist has researched the complexity
simplification of a cellular automata and development
of a NASA spacecraft materials database. Whiteley plans
to pursue a doctoral degree in physics “to discover and
invent new ways to use the power of light.”
FALL 2020 I UTAHSTATE
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Fellowships
for Aggie
Scholars

Eight Aggie scholars were collectively awarded about $828,000 in 2020 National Science Foundation Graduate
Research Fellowships, which provide up to three years of financial support, including a $34,000 stipend, to
conduct research of their choosing. Among USU’s cohort: graduating seniors Jared Bryan ’20 (geology and
physics) and Bryce Frederickson ’20 (mathematics); alums Margaret Hallerud ’18 (wildlife ecology and
management) and Andrea Halling ’16 (physics and biology); and graduate students Ema Armstrong (geology)
and Jack Elliott ’19 (engineering education). Their research spans investigations into seismic data and understanding how earthquakes begin and end to the origins of multicellular life.

ATHLETICS

NFL Bound
There wasn’t much buzz
four years ago when USU was
the only Division I program in
the country to offer Jordan Love
’19 a scholarship. But that skinny quarterback jumped into the
weight room and got to work.
It paid off in April, when Love
was selected by the Green Bay
Packers as the 26th pick of the
first round of the NFL Draft.
Cassie Bahe, riding her horse, Roy, won the first
USU quarterback Jordan Love runs in for a touchdown during
He is the first USU football
professional rodeo prize for breakaway roping.
the Aggies’ 60–13 victory over New Mexico State on Sept. 8,
player to be drafted in the first
Photo courtesy of Cassie Bahe.
2018. Photo by Jeff Hunter ’96.
round since Phil Olsen in 1970.
“My journey has been pretty
crazy,” Love said in an interview with Packers.com. “Underrecruited, not a whole lot of offers, and finally getting to college
Biological engineer Cassie Bahe ’19 isn’t interested in a
and making the most of it as a first-round pick. It’s a pretty
“real job”—yet. The former USU rodeo team member became
crazy journey.”
the first ever Women’s Pro Rodeo Breakaway Roping ChamLove, an exercise science major from Bakersfield, California,
pion at the at the Fort Worth Stock Show and Rodeo. The
owns the school record for total offense in a career with 9,003
blindingly fast event, while traditionally a women’s event, has
yards despite going pro with a year of eligibility remaining.
gained broader acceptance as larger rodeos have begun offering
The Packers orchestrated a trade with the Miami Dolphins to
prizes for both men and women. Some even have coed brackselect him. Green Bay’s maneuvering came as a bit of shock since
ets. But Bahe is used to breaking new ground.
the Packers have quarterback Aaron Rodgers, the former MVP
“Engineering is usually a field dominated by guys, so it’s
and Super Bowl champion, under contract for four more years.
“I would say that this is a really good situation to be in, not
actually really cool to be a woman graduate of an engineerbeing thrown out there,” Love said. “I’m behind one of the great
ing department,” Bahe says. “Breakaway is a new event in pro
quarterbacks in the league. So just being able to sit behind him
rodeo. Usually, the only girl event in pro rodeo is barrel racing,
and learn, what’s better than that?”
so I think it’s cool how women are rising in both fields.”

Women’s Work
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INNOVATION

Comet Dazzle

When Comet NEOWISE passed within 64 million miles of the Earth
on July 22, it hit close to home. Its discovery on March 27th was by
a space-based telescope built by USU’s Space Dynamics Laboratory.
NEOWISE, one of the brightest since the mid-1990s Hale-Bopp comet,
is fading fast as it continues its 63-billion-mile journey before reaching
the far end of its solar orbit. That gives SDL another 6,800 years to
perfect its telescope for the next go-around.

GIVING
Since spring semester,
AggieFunded campaigns have raised

$189, 951,

which includes the Student Emergency Hardship Fund, counseling
and psychological services, and the Student Nutrition Access Center.

Susan Madsen, a leader in the advancement of

The R. Gaurth Hansen Professorship was established in

Utah women, was named the inaugural Karen Haight
Huntsman Endowed Professor of Leadership at the
Jon M. Huntsman School of Business. She will hold
joint appointments with USU Extension and Huntsman’s marketing department. She developed the Utah
Women & Leadership Project while a faculty member
at Utah Valley University and brings the program with
her to USU. Madsen also created the Utah Women and
Education Initiative in 2009 and led a research team to
investigate how to get more Utah women to attend college and then graduate.

the USU College of Science to honor the renowned biochemist, who served as a USU provost, professor, and researcher
from 1968 to 1994. The professorship is funded by the Hansen
family to augment research efforts of talented faculty and to
advance student opportunities. The professorship is the latest
support for the Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
honoring Hansen’s memory in the form of assistant professorships, scholarships, seminars, and an annual retreat. Hansen
advanced Utah State’s research activities and contributed to a
twenty-fold increase in the university’s research budget. He also
contributed to the U.S. Public Health Service and the Department of Defense.

Boyd Craig and Lord Michael Hastings are the
Inaugural Stephen R. Covey Endowed Professors
of Leadership at the Jon M. Huntsman School of
Business. The two will team teach a course, “Leading
in a World of Constant Change: The Power of PrincipleCentered Leadership,” during the 2020–21 academic
year. The Stephen R. Covey Endowed Professorship
was made possible by the Huntsman Foundation and
was announced last year as part of the foundation’s
$15 million Fund for Faculty Excellence.
Craig is the founder and CEO of Leader.org, a nonprofit foundation that seeks to develop habits of leadership in the world’s underserved children. Hastings is a
member of the British House of Lords, and is the former
Global Head of Citizenship for KPMG International.

The late R. Gaurth Hansen assists a student with an absorbance
recorder. The Hansen family has established a professorship to
honor his legacy. Photo from USU Special Collections.
FALL 2020 I UTAHSTATE
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AWAY
WE
GO!

Regan
Zane,

blessed with a name that sounds straight
out of a sci-fi novel, is preparing for a world
in which vehicles never have to stop for fuel
and will never emit a kilogram of pollution.
Nathan Dana, equally blessed with a fourth-grader’s
unbounded imagination, is already there. “I think we
will have tiny solar panels on our electric vehicles with
insanely powerful magnifying abilities that will capture
the energy of the sun easily and make it so all [of ] our
vehicles have zero carbon emissions,” he wrote for Utah
State University’s Edith Bowen Laboratory School
teacher, Shannon Rhodes. She challenged her class to
write what they think life will be like 100 years hence.
Dana continues, “I also think these vehicles will sense
tracks under the roads so they will be able to move
themselves around and we won’t need drivers.”
Zane was duly impressed. “Let’s give him an award
and get him involved at an early age,” he says. This from
the David G. and Diann L. Sant endowed professor
from the College of Engineering who has just over 200
academic papers in the field published and has filed
39 patents in electrified technology. This also from the
director of ASPIRE, the newly formed research center
funded by the National Science Foundation for electrified
transportation. The new center, announced in August,
comes with a 10-year NSF commitment of more than
18
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BY JOHN DEVILBISS

$50 million, which adds up to $80 million in total research
funding that Zane has helped generate so far since joining
the university in 2012. This, too, from the inaugural
director of the Sustainable Electrified Transportation
Center (SELECT) who has spent the past five years testing
vehicles that “sense (electric) tracks under the road,”
enabling them to run without ever having to refuel.
Good thinking, Master Dana. And good validation
for you, Dr. Zane, because this imaginer and his fourthgrade classmates are the very people with the best shot of
being around to actually see your innovations—and their
dreams—come to pass.

EYE TO THE

FUTURE

And know, too, Edith Bowen fourth-graders, that there
are others, many more, on and off the same campus you
attend, with an eye to the future of transportation. Smart
people such as College of Engineering transportation
planning researcher Patrick Singleton, and former electrical
engineering graduate students such as Mel Torrie ’97,
MS ’98, who has helped to set industry standards for the
past 20 years in the use of driverless vehicles in mining,
construction, and agriculture.
Zane talks about the future of transportation with the
same familiarity that architects do their blueprints. We
meet up over Zoom, just weeks into the pandemic. His

GO AHEAD AND
PICTURE IT,
Aggie vehicles
making their
daily rounds
without ever
having to stop
for fuel or emitting a kilogram
of emission.
It is already
happening on
USU’s electrified
FALL 2020test
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track.

voice, despite the dire days, is sunny as he talks about
opportunities that lie ahead and big announcements
just around the corner.
“What excites me about the future is not just the
technology aspects,” Zane says. “The part that really
comes home to me is the opportunity to impact lives.”
His focus on transportation is one way he knows
he can make a difference. It is why he now spends
most of his energy trying to figure out how to get
people and goods from Point A to Point B more
efficiently with the least impact on budgets and the
environment.
Singleton spends a similar amount of time
thinking about travel behavior and travel demand
modeling. The assistant professor in transportation
grew up enamored by historic roads and bridges and
was fascinated by how these roads developed, how
they were replaced, and the impact you can still see in
communities today, he says. “I am conscious that we
need to be careful to learn the lessons of the past.”
Singleton points to how the rise of automobiles
in the 20th century transitioned streets from being a
place for people to walk and assemble to one nearly
exclusively for motor vehicles. Laws against jaywalking
arose limiting where pedestrians could travel. He sees
“parallels to what might happen in the future with
autonomous vehicles (AVs).”
Historically, transportation engineering assumed
people commute to get somewhere. Singleton is
20
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among the first in his field to examine another aspect
of travel—enjoyment. His studies show that cyclists
and walkers are the groups most likely to positively
rate their commutes. Perhaps travel of the future may
not look so different from today.
“I come from the perspective that we are pretty
stable in what we want and how we make our
choices,” he says. “The only thing that is really going
to dramatically change how we travel is maybe
certain technologies and the way that they work.”
Singleton is skeptical AV technology will
produce the sweeping benefits industry proponents
claim, including the idea that people will be more
productive on their commutes. This is how people
could use their time, he says. But how likely are we?
“Most people are going to be surfing Facebook or
whatever the tech platform of the future is,” he says.
Transportation advocates debate the impact of
AV technology. In one scenario, fleets of AVs will
allow cities to increase density and create more open
space. Another scenario envisions more sprawl as
people commute further from city centers using their
personal AVs, making streets less pleasant to walk.
Maybe the future is somewhere in between?
AV fleets in cities may create more walkable
downtowns but there may also be more suburban
sprawl in the periphery communities, Singleton
says. Something else to consider: AVs need to
park somewhere. Lots would likely get built in the

Left:

PATRICK
SINGLETON,
transportation
planning researcher,
spends a lot of
time thinking about
travel behavior and
travel demand
modeling. One of his
studies show that
cyclists and walkers
are the groups most
likely to positively
rate their commutes.
Right:

REGAN ZANE
is on track for
helping to make
U.S. freeways
more than just
roads; he envisions
them as conduits
for continuous
charging of
electric vehicles.

cheapest areas with access to urban centers, which are
often home to lower income populations. There is also
the lingering problem of powering AVs.
The promise of new technologies could be offset by
poor policy decisions, which is why Singleton cautions
against their adoption without considering the longterm effects. He advises planners today to “ignore the
hype and the flash and sort of go back to basics …
What is it going to do to quality of life? What is it
going to do to the environment? What is it going to
do to perpetuate inequality? Don’t get distracted by
the cyber trucks and the hyperloops. Focus more on
the things that affect people’s lives.”
This might mean a setback for jetpacks, but electric
vehicles, in one form or another, are likely to still be
around 100 years from now—especially driverless
vehicles with no tailpipe emissions that operate with
track lines in the road at a relatively low cost, and with
great efficiency, Zane says.

TRANSPORTATION

NOW

The future is already a reality at USU’s Innovation
Campus with its electric vehicle roadway that has been
in operation for more than five years. The quartermile electrified test track facility is a showpiece for the
university’s groundbreaking research in stationary and
dynamic inductive power transfer.
It is a glimpse into the future where electric
vehicles draw power from wireless inductive power
pads embedded beneath the roadway. It is exciting
to Zane because it offers an alternative to our
current model of transportation that is simply not
sustainable—something the fourth-graders already
seem to know: “air quality will be improved because
I don’t think vehicles in the future will run on gas,”
writes MaKayla Lundberg in her essay for Rhodes.
“Instead, I think they will be electric.”
Getting enough others to recognize this is what
keeps Zane and colleagues not only doing the
research, but also growing the networks that bring
universities, municipalities, and industry together. It
is why he shows, not just tells, what the technology
can do through pilot programs. Two such pilots for
stationary wireless charging in hardware development
will be deployed next year. One at the Port of Los
Angeles for drayage trucks that will utilize frequent
wireless charging in shuttling containers from port
to distribution centers. The other one is planned for
Seattle and Portland. In this pilot program, Zane’s
group is partnering with Kenworth and UPS to
demonstrate hub and spoke daytime operations for
long-hauling at night between the two Northwestern

cities using wireless one megawatt charging at each
end. A public road demonstration of dynamic (inmotion) wireless charging is also currently being built
today with an industry partner in Sweden, Zane says.
Torrie, who helped automate one of Zane’s testtrack vehicles, is contracting with some of the largest
retailers in the world to automate semi-truck trailers
in their shipping yards and distribution centers, places
where accident rates are particularly high due to
human error when moving the trailers in and out of
the door bays, he says.
These are hopeful starts, but major challenges lie
ahead as Torrie and Zane move their technologies
from private, controlled settings, to public spaces. In
addition, as electrification increases and petroleum
use declines, the country’s outdated electric grid and
energy sources will have to change and expand just
to keep pace.
If the future of vehicles is electricity, you still have
to generate that energy somehow. “Is it going to be
coal? Is that renewable? That is something we are
going to be dealing with now,” Singleton says.
Zane says there are a variety of renewable energy
source options on the horizon that look promising,
but without a major expansion of U.S. power grids,
they are hamstrung. “If you think about a transition
from petroleum to electric, however that electricity
is being generated, we’re looking at roughly doubling
the load on the electric grid over decades. That helps
solidify in our minds that we’ve got a major societal
challenge in front of us.”
Torrie has been on the front line of some of
those challenges going on two decades. Because his
Petersboro, Utah, company, ASI, which employs 130
people, doesn’t have billions of dollars from venture
capital and private equity, they go where markets allow
them to sell now, such as large mining operations in
Ukraine and Australia that can use their revolutionary

MEL TORRIE
ʼ 97, MS ʼ 98
has pioneered
vehicle automation
technologies
over the past
two decades.
His Cache Valley
based company,
ASI, builds equipment for mining,
construction,
distribution, and
agriculture.
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vehicle automation technologies in controlled settings.
Agriculture is another bright spot that could greatly
benefit from his company’s innovations by promising
to decrease human error and fatigue while greatly
increasing productivity. But for now, states, such as
California, do not currently allow this technology.
“And so we have to bust through that legal barrier,”
Torrie says.
The same for the construction industry, which his
company is also poised to help automate by converting existing articulated dump trucks into driverless
machines. “Construction is the biggest market in
industry because of the number of pieces of equipment,” Torrie says. “We’ve been approached by companies in the United States and Japan that don’t have
enough labor to do all of their construction and
keeping the infrastructure of their countries intact.”

West in partnership with PacifiCorp and more than
25 public and private entities. What will it take to
get an electric vehicle ecosystem up and running?
To answer that question, the center will tackle
freight and port electrification, charging stations,
underserved regions, and urban mobility. It will also
coordinate efforts to electrify some 42,000 miles of
regional interstate and state highways.

TRANSPORTATION

25 YEARS OUT
Electrification technology will take on many future
forms to address what currently amounts to three
trillion miles per year that humans drive. It will
not be the end-all, but it will be central to mobile
innovations over the next century, Zane says.

test
track
facility
The quarter-mile
electrified

Torrie considers his company an early spin-off of
USU. Zane’s model is to try and keep these innovators at the institution to encourage collaboration
among academics and to find outside entities willing
to invest.
“It’s right down our alley,” Zane says. “We’ve
been after the future and the impacts related to both
development of the test track and in our development
of multidisciplinary, coordinated programs surrounding transportation and electric transportation for the
last seven to eight years.”
During this time, the center’s growth is showing
no sign of slowing down. The program has received
more than $9 million in U.S. Department of Energy
awards in the last two years to advance electric vehicle
technology. With the August announcement, the
center will now become ASPIRE, a federally funded
international research center, led by USU. “Our
commitment is to achieve an equitable and sustainable
future in electric transportation,” Zane says.
The center will have direct impact locally, creating
an electric vehicle ecosystem across the Intermountain
22
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operating on USU’s
Innovation Campus is
a showpiece for the
university’s groundbreaking
research in stationary
inductive power transfer.

Technology coalitions will first need to emerge
in a fairly short time period for the two biggest
industries, public transportation and electric utility
grids. There will be a lot of interest in figuring out
ways to make medium and heavy-duty shipping
and public transit systems more efficient, more cost
effective, and better for the environment, Zane says.
This new technology will address that. It will also
begin to find its way in vehicle production within
the next 15 years. Zane expects a significant shift in
how and where we fuel vehicles.
In this same 25-year timeline, Zane predicts
significant growth and adoption of light duty and
small sedan electric vehicles, and more charging
infrastructures spread out across the nation. This will
make it more realistic to operate small vehicles and
keep them charged and able to go long distances.
He also expects growth in delivery vehicles as the
nation’s electric infrastructure expands.
The big question is on medium- and heavy-duty
long-haul freight. Zane says he hopes to see regional
freight carriers begin to transition to a hub and

spoke system that relies, in part, on an electric grid
for more wireless charging. He also foresees larger
scale pilot programs and early deployments
of dynamic wireless charging systems in roads.

TRANSPORTATION

50 YEARS OUT
As we move into the 50-year time frame, he says,
that will be enough to show the positive economic
and environmental impacts of these technologies.
“At this stage, we could see significant transition
to electrification in roadway transportation and a
transition to a mode where the vehicle operator,
via human or autonomous, does not need to be
concerned with how, when, and where they charge
because we now have a broadly deployed charging
infrastructure,” Zane says. “And that would include
electric roadways with wireless charging and both
stationary conductive and wireless charging.”
This new technology will have the greatest
impact by initially concentrating on U.S. interstates
and on major urban corridors. That is where 80
percent of the miles are driven by Americans even
though these main arteries make up only 10 to 15
percent of our country’s paved roadway system,
Zane says.
“That could bring us to a vast majority for
electrification over the next 50-year time frame,”
he says. “That is enough time to have gone through
two to three iterations of life cycles of all the vehicles.
We have time now for transformative change.”
This is when we will begin to see a greater mix
of electric autonomous and non-autonomous
vehicles with dedicated lanes for AVs, at least in
the urban regions of the country.
“It’s still an open question on how autonomy
really rolls out on a large scale, but it’s going to be
prevalent one way or another in our lifetime—both
electric and autonomous,” Zane says.
Torrie sees this technology really taking off over
the next 15 years, the time needed to transition
from driver-controlled to nearly all autonomous
cars and trucks. In some places, like busy California
freeways, AVs will travel at such high speeds that
vehicles with drivers will no longer be permitted for
safety reasons alone.
Both Zane and Torrie express little doubt that
the future of personal transportation will transition
away from single-owned vehicles towards a more
sustainable shared network model. A model, Torrie
says, that will include AVs on the ready for curbside
pickup within minutes of being summoned.
It would solve a big problem, Zane says, because
vehicles today are parked over 90 percent of the

time with more than one vehicle per registered or
licensed owner in the United States.
“We’ve got to find solutions where we have
higher levels of utilization,” Zane says. “And that’s
going to be for both the vehicles we’re driving and
the infrastructure that supports them.”
This is what has forced him out of the lab and
into the board rooms and government chambers
across the country. He knows technology alone will
not solve the problems. The purpose of ASPIRE
is to create a significant number of public-private
partnerships to help ramp up pilot programs
across the country that will eventually put this new
technology into practice, beginning as early as 2030.
“We are actually piloting these technologies in
public roads now and are getting ready for that
next stage where we can bring some of those visions
that our fourth-graders highlighted into reality,”
Zane says.
Information on the newly formed ASPIRE Center at
USU can be found at aspire.usu.edu. Information on
ASI can be found at ASIrobots.com.
Kristen Munson contributed to this story.

Children’s
Predictions
I think that the age for driving a car could be 10! The flying or

normal car that you drive will be made to be the right
fit for you! They would be very safe for people first learning how
to drive. There will still be cars that you drive instead of fly because
some people might not want to fly because they are afraid of heights.
Some people might have space cars and they will live in space and
come down to earth to buy their groceries and to see the doctor!
— Summer Larsen
I think that cars will cost a dollar so that everybody can buy them.
I think adults will still drive them and the age limit will still be 16.
They can run on bubble fuel or natural gas. Bubble fuel
is filling your car with bubbles instead of gas so that bubbles come
out of the car instead of exhaust so that will be fun and not pollute
our air. — Lucie Francom
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The road to suffrage has been long,

bumpy, and has at times, reversed course. The
women of Utah Territory were the first in the nation
to head to the polls in 1870. But the right to vote
was short-lived. In 1887, their right to vote was
repealed by Congress only to be reinstated in 1896.
It would be yet another two and half decades before
the ratification of the 19th Amendment expanded
suffrage to women across the country. The Voting
Rights Act of 1965 helped finish the job, removing
barriers for disenfranchised African Americans to
vote. In 2020, Utah State University launched its
Year of the Woman campaign to celebrate important suffrage milestones. As the country prepares
for the general election in November, we asked four
Aggie women why voting matters to them.

By Kristen Munson
The “I Voted” stickers featured were created
for the Utah Office of Elections and Better Days
2020 effort to celebrate Utah’s 150th anniversary
of women being the first in the nation to vote.
Images by artists Rachel Hafen, Cal Haynes,
Canace Pulfer, and Brooklyn Cardon.
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Holly
Daines
Mayor of
Logan, Utah
It was supposed to be the
“Celebration of the Century.”
An evening of storytelling
and music marking 100 years
of women’s suffrage in the
United States. Then COVID-19 hit, and the March
13 program in Logan, like
so many other celebrations,
was canceled. One morning
in May, Logan City Mayor

Holly Daines ’81 couldn’t
dwell on past events put on
hold. She was in her city hall
office analyzing the budget.
“It’s easy to take it for
granted that we always had
the benefits that we enjoy
now,” she says. Daines was
talking about women having
the right to vote.
“I really think we are so
comfortable with where we
are,” she says. “Our numbers
in Utah, in terms of having
women in elected office, are
really below some national
averages.”
Daines thinks Utah can
do better. She points to the
work of groups like Better
Days 2020 and the Women’s
Leadership Institute that
advocate for young women
to know their history and to
get involved with politics.
“It is important that
we vote, but maybe take it
one step further,” she says.
“Consider running for public
office. Or if not, at least help
with a campaign or encourage
other women to run.”
Daines is the second
woman elected to the mayor’s
office since Logan’s founding. She ran for the seat after
serving eight years on city
council and points to research

showing that men are more
likely to run for public office.
“Women,” Daines says, “sort
of need a tap on the shoulder
to say, ‘you would be good
at this. You have the skills.
You have the qualifications.
Would you consider running
for office?’ That actually happened to me at Logan City.”
Her foray into local
politics began when Daines
was a new mom with two
kids at home. There was no
park in her neighborhood.
She learned how to organize
residents, work with city
council members, and ensure
neighbors were represented
on the city’s design committee for a park. Her grandkids
now walk to it.
Daines stresses that
women often have many of
the skills needed to serve in
public office, such as time
management, budgeting, and
interpersonal skills. They just
may not realize it.
This fall, Daines hopes
women don’t limit themselves
to the ballot. She wants them
to see themselves on it, too.
“You can really make a
difference if you are willing
to step up and run for public
office,” she says. “We need
more women’s voices to balance out the conversation.
It’s not that men don’t do
a great job as well, but the
more diversity of comments,
the more diversity of opinions
we have, and perspectives,
that helps all of us do better.”
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Photo by John Goodman.

Alana
Manesse
USU Senior
Alana Manesse spent much of
the last year examining black
and white photographs and
scouring archived newspaper
articles to stitch together the
lives of women important
to the suffrage movement in
Utah. She learned their names
and their stories.
“It is just cool to go
through and find out why
these women were influential
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and why they are worth remembering,” Manesse says.
She is the primary
research assistant for Utah
State University’s Year of the
Woman campaign, which
celebrates significant anniversaries of the suffrage
movement in Utah and the
United States. The junior
technical communication
and rhetoric major came
into the project versed in
the basic timeline of the
nation’s voting rights history. (In part, the result
of participating in the
American Legion Auxiliary’s
Utah Girls State program in
high school.) What caught
Manesse by surprise was the
duration of the fight.
“The women’s suffrage
movement lasted 70 years,”
she says. “It lasted through
the Civil War; it lasted
through World War I. And
I think, to me, that just
shows that it was a fight
worth fighting for. And if
they were so willing to fight
for that, and it made such a
big difference in their lives,
why wouldn’t I want to vote
to honor that legacy and use
my own voice?”
Manesse grew up in Willard, Utah, the oldest of four
girls. Her family encouraged
one another to speak up if
they want to be heard.
“I think voting is a
good way to have that done
politically,” she says. That is

the way it is set up and if you
want to take the opportunity
it is there for you. If not, you
can’t say anything about the
outcome if you aren’t going to
put in the effort.”
Manesse is an anomaly of
sorts. Typically, presidential
elections garner the most attention and larger share of firsttime voters. But Manesse’s first
election was a local one. Voting, for her, is a serious affair.
She studies the candidates and
the issues on the ballot to understand what her vote actually
supports. Come November,
some of Manesse’s friends will
vote. Others won’t. As the election nears, she urges her peers
to do their own homework.
“Stay informed,” she says.
“Because even though our
voices seem small by themselves, when they are collective,
they can become significant.”
Manesse’s research will be on
display this fall at the MerrillCazier Library in an exhibit
titled “Telling Our Story: 130
Years of Aggie Women.”

RonNell
Andersen
Jones
University of Utah
Law Professor
RonNell Andersen Jones ’95
vividly recalls voting in her
first election. She was as a
student at Utah State Univer-

sity and her mother came to
campus to deliver a League of
Women Voters voting guide.
Read about the candidates
and propositions, she told her
daughter, and try to make wise
choices.
“I think part of the reason I
have remained civically engaged
for the rest of my adult life is
that she helped me get that
good start,” Andersen Jones
wrote over email. “She taught
me, from the beginning, that
the privilege was to be appreciated and that my efforts to be
an informed, thoughtful citizen
were worthwhile.”
She tries to model that same
behavior for her own children
today. Whether she votes in
person or by mail, Andersen
Jones involves them in the
process to emphasize the same
underlying message: thoughtful
participation in our democracy.
Because she knows voting is
a right often under-exercised
in the United States. And it
matters.
“The right to vote is absolutely central to democracy,”
says Andersen Jones, the Lee
E. Teitelbaum Chair at the
University of Utah S.J. Quinney College. “One of the
most important things my law
students come to appreciate
in our constitutional law class
is how few of our rights are
actually articulated in the Constitution and how much of
our governance and lawmaking
the founders left to the democratic process. Voting is the
primary way we impact the
law of the land.”
Ratification of the 19th
Amendment didn’t eliminate
the discriminatory barriers
women faced every day. It
simply marked the beginning
of the next fight. Andersen

Jones’ grandmother was nine
years old when it passed.
Her mother’s generation
still needed to have a male
cosigner before applying for a
credit card. And Sandra Day
O’Conner—the first woman
on the U.S. Supreme Court—
couldn’t land a job despite
graduating third in her class
from Stanford.
“These weren’t distant, historical, textbook examples,”
Andersen Jones writes. “They
were actual women, marking
the advancement of women’s
rights efforts with their own
lives.”
In 2003, she clerked for
Justice O’Connor and the
two eventually team taught
a course at the University of
Arizona. Justice O’Connor
remains a central person in
her life. She once told Andersen Jones “being a woman
was both her most important
trait as a lawyer and her least
important. And the same is
true for you.”
Andersen Jones is a former
journalist and a media law
scholar. She knows there are
still glass ceilings to break.
The women in her life have
shown her it can be done.
And it must.
“One especially important
person who helped me find
my path was my USU journalism professor Nancy Williams,” Andersen Jones says.
“She taught me that government works for the governed,
that clarity counts, and that
we don’t have to accept our
current circumstances as static
and inevitable, because we can
change both ourselves and the
world around us.”
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Paige
Petersen
Utah Supreme
Court Justice
Paige Petersen ’91 cast her
first ballot in the 1984 presidential election. She was in
third grade. Petersen didn’t
know during that class vote
that she was exercising a right
unavailable to women for
much of the nation’s history.
Suffrage, she says, was just the
beginning of women’s uphill
climb for equal rights.
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“Women not having the
right to vote really goes hand
in hand with women in early
America not having equal
civil rights,” the Utah Supreme
Court Justice says from her
home office over video chat.
“They couldn’t enter into
contracts. They couldn’t own
their own property if they were
married. And women couldn’t
become lawyers. They couldn’t
be admitted to the bar. The
things that I have been able to
take for granted in my life.”
Voting, eventually, opened
the door for women in other
arenas. But it often took other
women to clear a path forward
for future generations to pass.
In 2017, Petersen was picked
by Gov. Gary Herbert to
replace Christine Durham—
the state’s first woman Supreme
Court Justice—when she retired. When Durham graduated from law school in 1973,
many law firms would not hire
women, Petersen says. “Even
in recent history, women like
Justice Durham had to break
down significant barriers.”
Durham and the first
generation of women to take
the bench are role models to
Petersen. But as a child in Emery and then Carbon County,
Petersen looked to her teachers
and parents. She grew up feeling she could do anything she
set her mind to, she says.
Petersen earned her associates at USU Eastern and went
on to the University of Utah
and then Yale Law School.
While serving as a prosecutor
at the International Criminal Tribunal for the former
Yugoslavia, she prosecuted the
former Serbian Chief of Police
for ethnic cleansing, mass
murder, and systematic rape in
Kosovo. The victims of those

war crimes represent what can
happen when people lose their
voice in society.
“It was a breakdown in the
rule of law,” she explains. “The
police and military murdered
people on a mass scale. Political leaders committed crimes
against their own people, all
with impunity. It showed me
why it is so important that the
law apply equally to everyone,
even the powerful.”
Voting is critical to a functioning republic, and too often
in the United States, elections
occur, and citizens stay home.
“For America to be the
America that our founders
envisioned, it requires people
to be engaged in the electoral
process, and take it seriously,”
Petersen says.
An exercise: Imagine that
you live in a country, you pay
taxes, you are subject to the
laws, but you have no say in
the government that makes
those laws.
“Think of how hard you
would fight against that. It
was one of the reasons for the
American Revolution,” Petersen
says. “That’s why voting matters. It is the right to have a
government that you have a
say in, that is representative,
instead of one that is imposed
upon you. It is the right, I
think, that is the foundation
for all other rights. Because if
the people can’t vote, how long
do we get to keep our other
rights?”
Read Justice Petersen’s essay on
the Utah women who shaped
voting rights in America at
utahstatemagazine.usu.edu/
the-nineteenth.

The Next
Pandemic
By Lynnette Harris ’88

By the time the general populous paid attention to
the emergence and spread of SARS-CoV-2, and before
businesses closed, “COVID-19” and “coronavirus”
entered everyday conversations, and students in grades
K-college were suddenly homeschoolers, Bart Tarbet,
Brett Hurst, and other researchers around the world had
already invested weeks of work trying to understand
and defeat the novel coronavirus.
Although war metaphors abound in the near-constant news about the world’s
response to this particular coronavirus, “defeat” may not be the word to describe
the researchers’ objectives. People talk about fighting or battling the virus, but
SARS-CoV-2 didn’t declare war on us. The virus just is and it does what viruses
do: get into the cells of a host and replicate itself. Humans may have moved
on from feeling anxious and frightened to bored with the virus, but the virus
doesn’t care and it’s not going away.
“We have learned a lot in a very short time but we still have work to do to
develop a successful treatment or vaccine,” Hurst, a research assistant professor
in USU’s College of Agriculture and Applied Sciences, says. “We don’t have a
miracle cure or way to prevent the spread of this virus, so we are doing the same
things that we have done for months—social distancing, wearing masks, and
increased hygiene procedures. Many of us have grown tired of the repetitive
nature of these tasks and the limitations on our activities so we become more lax
in our approach. Our social patience has worn out even though the virus is still
spreading.”
Tarbet, a USU research associate professor, says every pandemic or major
disease outbreak has two endings—one social and one medical. He calculates
that since he started graduate school in 1992, gained 12 years of experience
in commercial vaccine development, and joined USU’s Institute for Antiviral
Research (IAR) in 2008, SARS-CoV-2 is the fifth major emerging disease he has

Photo courtesy of USU Institute for Antiviral Research.
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worked on and watched play out socially
and medically. He and his colleagues have
repeatedly seen that the two pandemic
“endings” do not coincide because people
are always ready to move on or get back
to normal well before the virus threat
has passed.
So while people around the world
feel like many facets of life have been
put on pause, work at the IAR and other
labs around the world continues at an
accelerated pace. But working with
this virus requires methodical attention
to detail and incubation times don’t
speed up just because researchers feel a
heightened sense of urgency.
Tarbet, Hurst, and technicians who
work with them, with funding from
the National Institutes of Health, are
testing the effects of several antiviral
compounds used to treat or prevent other
viral diseases on the novel coronavirus.
The team also tests drugs and vaccines
for pharmaceutical companies. The
institute has a number of coronaviruses—
SARS, MERS, what they call seasonal
coronaviruses, and SARS-CoV2—and
have evaluated several drugs against them.

Some are promising and many are not.
In addition to tests in Petrie dishes
and test tubes, the researchers may use
animal models after a drug appears
effective through in vitro testing.
Among the important animal models
they use are golden Syrian hamsters
that are genetically engineered to be
susceptible to some diseases that occur
in humans. Professor Zhongde Wang
in USU’s Department of Animal, Dairy
and Veterinary Sciences engineered
the transgenic hamsters being used in
COVID-19 model development. Tarbet
points out that testing can’t be rushed
and in vivo testing is a hurdle that
many drugs and antiviral compounds
fail to clear. It is also a mandatory step
on the path to U.S. Food and Drug
Administration approval of a new drug
or a new use for an existing one.
At USU, studies with serious biohazards like SARS-CoV2 are done in
the IAR’s biosafety level (BSL)3 and
BSL3+ laboratories. The labs have
elaborate airflow systems, containment
equipment, and anterooms where the
scientists change into and out of personal

protective equipment. There is no place
for a cell phone or anything else that isn’t
going to remain in the lab or be treated
as biohazards. Suits cover the scientists
completely, including head and face
coverings with fans that force air out
as another level of protection against
minuscule droplets of an aerosolized
virus. Asked if he is anxious about
working with serious and sometimes
lethal viruses, Tarbet says he feels safer
in the lab than in public where an
aerosolized virus can be just another
person’s cough or sneeze away.
Hurst is usually involved in training
new employees and explained that after
hours of required training, technicians
gain experience with less dangerous
viruses and only transition to BSL3
labs after they have demonstrated their
understanding and willingness to follow
all safety protocols. He says knowing he
is working with a dangerous virus brings
a heightened awareness to each procedure
and he feels a responsibility to model
safety because the longer people work in
a lab, the more opportunities there are
to become lax after a virus and protocols
become familiar.
“Time goes more quickly in the BSL3
lab compared to outside the lab,” Hurst
says. “Everything takes a bit more time
to complete so I often find that I go
into the lab for what I assume will be 45
minutes to an hour and then actually exit
the lab two hours later. The other side of
that is that the lab is very small and so
incubation times can seem to slow down
time when you are stuck in a small space
for hours at a time. Either way, I usually
end up at work much later than I plan to
be here.”
The current pandemic is just the most
recent widespread case of a zoonotic
virus, meaning one that moved from

Technicians at USU’s
Institute for Antiviral
Research test the effects
of antiviral compounds
to treat or prevent other
viral diseases on the
novel coronavirus.
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Even in the midst of
testing potential drugs
to treat COVID-19,
researcher Brett Hurst
knows more viruses
that threaten human
life are coming.

animals to humans. Others have made
the jump from one species to another,
including Ebola and West Nile viruses,
and this iteration of the coronavirus
will not be the last zoonotic disease to
affect humans. Tarbet teaches a course in
USU’s master of public health program
on principles known as One Health—
the concept that human, veterinary, and
environmental health are inextricably
connected and need to be studied and
treated that way.
“In the past 30 years, 70 percent of
new and emerging diseases in humans
have come from animals,” Tarbet says.
“And 50 percent of physicians could
not diagnose a zoonotic illness because
it’s an animal disease. Human, animal,
and environmental health are all part of
one system and a change in one segment
affects the others.”
Tarbet says changes in climate and
the ways humans use land have complex
and significant impacts on human health.
The Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention warn that climate change
may increase the incidence of zoonotic
disease outbreaks because climate directly
impacts, among other things, where and
how long a species can survive and spread
a pathogen.
“It only requires a two-degree rise in
global temperature and the species of
mosquito that carries dengue fever could
move into Minnesota,” Tarbet says. “And
as things happen like forests burning in
the Amazon and bulldozing into deserts,
we destroy the wildlife space and bring
ourselves closer to animals that harbor
disease agents we haven’t seen in humans.
We also eliminate species that may have
served as buffers between us and viruses.”
When a new public health threat
emerges, fear and prejudice often
emerge emerge in the space between
determining a disease’s origin and vector

Hurst says knowing
he is working with
a dangerous virus
brings a heightened

awareness to each
procedure and he
feels a responsibility
to model safety.

and discovering a treatment. Tarbet
recounted traveling through part of New
Mexico in 1993 and being astonished at
a handwritten sign declaring “No Indians
Allowed” on the door of a store.
“I thought ‘Have I gone back in time?
Is this the 1950s?’” Tarbet said. “But it
was because of the hantavirus scare in
the area. It was the first time we had seen
hantavirus pulmonary syndrome.”
Later scientists pieced together that
in the prior year there had been unusually
high amounts of precipitation in the Four
Corners area, which created an abundance of seeds and food for rodents, which
increased the deer mouse population.
“So a desert mouse may have harbored
that virus for millennia and had no problems with it,” Tarbet said. “But a new
subdivision in the area was encroaching
on desert land where people hadn’t lived
before. So now people were sweeping
out their new garages and kicking up
dust with deer mouse fecal and urine
material in it that contained hantavirus.
They inhaled it and came down with a
pulmonary syndrome that we had not
seen before … People were scared and
searching for the cause and their fear
combined with ignorance and bigotry.
It was not the Indians.”
FALL 2020 I UTAHSTATE
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One significant way SARS-CoV-2
is different from other viruses the IAR
team has responded to is that so many
people infected with the virus have
no symptoms. Those asymptomatic
carriers spread the virus because they
often assumed they were fine, used few
precautions, and amplified the curve we
were supposed to be trying to flatten.
“We don’t know about asymptomatic
carriers from other infections,” Tarbet
says. “It’s possible we had them, but I
don’t think we have ever seen that with
the flu, for example. If you get the flu,
you get sick.”
It’s also interesting that this virus
largely does not cause disease in young
people, though Hurst pointed out there

have been cases of young, previously
healthy people becoming quite ill with
SARS-CoV-2. Just one more confounding
aspect of this new disease.
“There may be something genetic
involved in the ways people respond to
the virus, but we’ll be figuring this out for
a long time,” Hurst says. “I don’t see this
going away soon even if we get a vaccine
and better treatments.”
Tarbet added that even if a vaccine
is tested and approved on an unusually
rapid timetable, a significant percentage
of the population won’t take the vaccine.
One “social end” to the pandemic made
numbers of SARS-CoV-2 cases in Utah
and other states climb at record rates
in mid-June, just as many cities and

states were easing restrictions. The rising
numbers weren’t all a result of more
testing because percentages of positive
tests and hospitalizations also rose.
Graphing the numbers of cases and
hospitalizations illustrated the problem
even for those not fluent in math and
statistics, but we can’t know for certain
we are on the downhill side of the nowfamiliar “curve” until we have passed
the peak.
A major outbreak of an RNA virus
wasn’t a surprise to scientists who are
always watching for what the next one
might be. When Zika made news in
2014 injuring and killing babies some
wondered if that would be the next big
outbreak.
“There has always been concern that
we would have an outbreak like this one,”
Hurst says. “But others have come and
gone so when this coronavirus first hit
we weren’t sure it was going to be the
one. We just know that more viruses will
always be coming.”
Still interested? Brett Hurst explains
his work studying COVID-19, visit
research.usu.edu/trainings-and-events/
instead-podcast.

Children’s
Predictions
Nanobots in our blood
would kill all bacteria
and viruses in our bodies

SARS-CoV-2, also known as COVID-19, is the
fifth major emerging disease USU researcher
Bart Tarbet has studied.
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so we would never get sick. They
would be in our teeth too so we
would never have to brush our
teeth. They would stick onto our
teeth and never be swallowed
so they would clean our teeth
forever. Robots would be so good
at doing precise surgeries that
they could do them even while
we are awake. — Nathan Dana
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A Real-World
Schooling
By
Rebecca
Dixon ’08

S

ydnee Dickson ’80, Utah State’s
Superintendent of Public Instruction,
began her education in a two-room
schoolhouse in rural Utah where her
grandmother was her teacher.
“My grandmother took ordinary things
and made them into magic,” she recalls. “We
went from watching trees in the schoolyard
to creating beautiful art with crayons, paper,
leaves, and an iron.”
A young Dickson was mesmerized by
the way her grandmother inspired children
to read using Shakespeare. And she adopted
the values of the farm community where she
grew up.
“Not many people around me were college graduates,” she says. “People worked
hard and shared and helped each other. I
carried the desire to make a difference by
helping others, and that value of hard work,
into my college career and far beyond.”
Dickson went on to earn a doctorate
in education leadership and policy at the
University of Utah and several additional
advanced degrees. But it was an introductory
education course at Utah State University’s
Emma Eccles Jones College of Education
and Human Services where she found her
calling, she says. “That was the beginning of
my entire career in education.”
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Dickson benefited from learning early
on to use her voice to confront issues of
fairness.
“I was in junior high in the ’70s, when
boys could wear blue jeans, but girls could
not,” she recalls. “I worked hard to earn
money for school clothes; several of my
friends and I bought corduroy pants, but
we were told that corduroy was too much
like denim and we were not allowed to
wear the pants. Everyone else gave up, but
I went to the principal, found out who the
school board members were, and presented
my case. The policy was overturned, and
we were then allowed to wear the clothes
we had carefully saved our money to buy.”
Her experiences as a woman have informed her belief in equity and fairness.
“I often step into all-male arenas to engage
with thought partners who share common
interests and common goals,” says Dickson.
“Sometimes there is a space in between
your vision and the vision of the group
you interact with. That space in between
is fertile ground for learning, relationship
building, and negotiation.”
She has served the children of Utah as a
proud educator for the past 39 years, first
in roles including teaching, school counseling, school administration, and district

Seeing a need, taking
an interest, and then
excelling in that field
is a defining pattern of
Sydnee Dickson’s life.

State Superintendent of Public
Instruction Sydnee Dickson’s
education began in a two-room
schoolhouse in rural Utah.

administration. She joined the Utah State
Office of Education in 2007, was named
superintendent in 2016, and currently serves
on the Board of Trustees for the Council of
Chief State School Officers and West Ed
Board of Directors.
“I have always been impressed with
how Syd is able to effectively handle the

complexity of learning organizations; yet
she continues to focus on the importance
of each child and explore ways to improve
learning,” says Parker Fawson, Emma
Eccles Jones Endowed Chair in Early Education and Director of the Center for the
School of the Future. “This leadership skill
produces huge benefits for Utah’s children
and ultimately society at large.”
Seeing a need, taking an interest, and
then excelling in that field is a defining pattern of Dickson’s life.
“As a teacher, when I started working
with struggling kids, I realized I needed
more mental health skills, so I became a
school counselor,” says Dickson. “As a high
school counselor, I saw that most kids had
become disconnected in elementary school,
so I was inspired to become a principal of
an elementary school. There, I noticed the
need for teachers to improve their skill sets,
and I began studying professional learning.
As I designed professional learning curriculums, I started leading in the district
office; then I came to the state office with
a continued focus on teacher prep and
support.”
Dickson’s professional expertise is
grounded in engaging parents as partners,
providing educators with evidence-based
professional learning, and developing transformative school leadership. As superintendent, she is passionate about developing
equitable school systems to close achievement gaps and ensure students are prepared
to have choices for their future.
“What I admire about Syd’s leadership
style is that she visits the schools regularly,
in every county, and talks with the students
and teachers,” says Sylvia Read, associate
dean for teacher education. “This keeps her
grounded, I think, and allows her to make
measured decisions based on data and the
real world of schooling in Utah.”
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Francine Johnson,

Associate Dean for Graduation,
Educator Licensing & Accreditation

USU scholars query
Sydnee Dickson on the
future of education.

Parker Fawson,

Director of USU’s Center for
the School of the Future
Question: Describe your vision for the
future of K-12 schools in Utah.
Answer: Today’s schools continue to be
based on many norms of the past, such as
calendars, schedules, grades, and content.
We are working to create more personalized experiences for each student through
a variety of delivery models and a focus
on essential competencies. We have also
made a shift to focus on the whole child
through social/emotional learning and
skills that are essential for the workplace
and healthy communities. The arts, languages, and humanities are an important
fiber that will continue to be woven
throughout the K-12 experience.

Beth Foley,

Dean of the Emma Eccles Jones College
of Education and Human Services
Q: What should the future of teacher
preparation in Utah look like?
A: Creating systems that are more
comprehensive and flexible without
overwhelming our educators are some of
the challenges as we move forward. While
digital tools used by skillful teachers
increase our ability to pivot, the power
of relationships have never been more
important. I am hopeful we will learn
from parents’ feedback and embed these
elements into the basic fiber of public
education. We must address the inequities
in our system; both in the digital divide
and communication gaps if we are serious
about closing learning gaps.
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Q: How do schools move forward after
COVID-19 restrictions have been
eased, and how does the teacher prep
approach need to change?
A: We must be able to pivot according to
levels of risk: high, moderate, and low.
This applies to both safety and learning.
Our teacher candidates need to be part
of this equation. For example, think
of new teachers entering the profession
during a phase of learning at home.
How do they establish key relationships,
work with colleagues, and get the mentoring and induction support they need?
Preparation programs need to be proactive partners in helping design nimble
systems and programs.

Sylvia Read, Ph.D. ’00
Professor and Associate Dean
for Teacher Education

Q: Are social and emotional aspects of
student learning now compelling our
attention in new ways?
A: We know more about how trauma
impacts the brain and therefore, learning. We must be more intentional about
our teachers having awareness and skills
in trauma informed practices as well as
teaching social and emotional skills in
content with intention. We need additional mental health workers in schools
and wraparound services need to be
more readily available for families.
Q: During the COVID-19 crisis, we
have seen the intense challenge of
transitioning to remote learning. Do
school closures impact younger and/or
lower-income students diﬀerently?
A: While we don’t have longitudinal
data beyond a few months, we already
have qualitative data to show differences
in age groups and family income levels.
For example, younger students aren’t as
independent, so parents are critical to
the process, yet often feel ill-equipped
to work through teaching methodology
with their children. Younger students
do better when they are able to see their

teachers via tech, phone calls, and personal, distanced visits. Daily engagement
with literacy and numeracy will continue
to be critical.
Our middle school students seemed to
become engaged as the education at home
has been extended. Academic motivation
is generally more challenging with this
age group at brick-and-mortar schools as
well. Our high school students’ experiences are all over the place. Those who are
enrolled in upper division courses seem
to have more work added to their plates.
Some students have very little work, and
many have disengaged. Most concerning
are those students and families who are
not connected to schools at all. However,
overall, our students have done well. This
is particularly true for those in districts
and charters who participated early on
in the Digital Teaching and Learning
Initiative.
To address these differences, we need
to have communication systems in place
that help us connect with all families
regardless of demographics or geography.
We must ensure that every family has
access to high-speed internet and effective
digital tools with access to teachers who
can assist and adapt. Last but certainly
not least, every student must have access
to mental health workers in our schools
and support for more intensive services
where needed. Equity is based on both
providing individual resources and removing barriers to learning.

Children’s
Predictions
Teachers will still teach
students because robots are
stupid and can only cook and do
weird tricks … Computers will still
be in the world, but the books tell
you everything, not like Google.
Books are better than Google.
— Ruby Mather

Pandemics,
Technology,
and

hope

By Rachel Robison-Greene

The story

of COVID-19
is the story of human growth and development, for better or worse. At the time
of this writing, millions of people have
contracted the disease and hundreds of
thousands of people have died. This event
was not unpredictable; many have warned
that, given the increasingly globalized
environment in which we live, a global
pandemic was all but inevitable.
It’s easy to blame the whole thing on
extremely bad luck; perhaps it’s simply the
indifferent universe throwing us a flaming
curveball that casts light on the absurdity
of the human condition. This response
is too easy, and it absolves human beings
of their responsibility too quickly. This
event has everything to do with the way
that human beings view their role in the
natural world, and the way in which we
developed technology that served to fortify
our position. Practices such as globalization,
deforestation, encroachment into natural
spaces, and poaching of exotic animals set
the backdrop against which the coronavirus
tragedy unfolded. Coronavirus is a zoonotic
disease; it can jump from one animal to
another. There is an ecology of disease, so it
is unsurprising that when we mess around
with ecological systems, diseases spread.
This is just one hallmark of a new
epoch, one in which the human relation
to the natural world has fundamentally
changed. Long before anyone anticipated
coronavirus, philosopher Hans Jonas
commented on this change. He argued
that our newfound technological prowess
reveals that “the nature of human action has
de facto changed, and that an object of an
entirely new order—no less than the whole
biosphere of the planet—has been added
to what we must be responsible for because
of our power over it.”
If Jonas is right, how ought we to respond to this terrible power? Is there a
way for us to use technology as a creative,
constructive force, rather than a destructive one?
In his Sand County Almanac, conservationist and environmental philosopher
Aldo Leopold described a set of contrasting
paradigms: “the conqueror versus man the
biotic citizen. Science the sharpener of his
Photo
by Pixabay.
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sword versus science the searchlight on
his universe. Land the slave and servant
versus land the collective organism.”
Leopold argued that historically, human
beings have viewed the natural world
as something to harness, to conquer,
to subordinate, and we do so with
technology. This is a grim truth. But there
is something hopeful about Leopold’s
1949 message. There is another way of
viewing our role in the natural world,
one that situates us as members of a
community of biotic organisms. In
communities, we properly play the roles
of caregivers and friends.
It might be tempting to be dubious
about both the rationality and the value of
hope. Philosophers throughout time have
certainly disagreed with one another about
whether hope is a virtue. Some maintain
that hope is tantamount to foolishness
insofar as it commits the hopeful to trust
in outcomes that they have no reason
to believe will come to pass. Some of
the ancient stoics believed that hope
always walks hand in hand with fear and
prevents us from finding tranquility in
the present. Others maintain that hope

major problems won’t be solved by
hope alone. Climate change won’t come
screeching to a halt because we’re hopeful.
Neither will the spread of infectious
diseases. But hope may be rational and
meaningful when it directs the course
of our action toward valuable outcomes,
even if we don’t always hit the mark.
The pandemic provides a powerful
opportunity to redirect our hope. To do
this, we must first be reflective about our
values. Going forward, what do we think
it means to live a flourishing human life?
The current paradigm is individualistic
and consumer oriented; often a person’s
level of success is measured by their degree
of material affluence. The pandemic has
provided occasion for many of us to
appreciate the value of a walk with a loved
one at sunset, a long phone call with a
good friend, or the comfort of a home
cooked family meal. How might we redirect both our hope and our technology
in sustainable, community building ways?
The challenges posed by COVID-19
encourage us to use technology to
reimagine workspaces. We have discovered that a wider range of activities can

These kinds of workspaces provide
real benefits for people seeking services
as well. Moderately sick people can be
examined virtually, eliminating the hassle
of trips to the doctor’s office. People can
participate in court proceedings outside of
the sometimes-intimidating atmosphere
of a courtroom. Students can arrange-oneon-one meetings with teachers to have
questions answered quickly at times that
work for both parties. There are problems
we need to overcome with all of this, but
we are now aware of an exciting range of
options.
Ironically, technology can also help
us to live simpler, less materialistic lives.
During the lockdown, many people
watched Netflix or downloaded video
games to play. To avoid overburdening
at-risk employees who may be boxing
up goods in unsafe conditions, many
ordered electronic books to their iPads
and e-readers. The result is fewer packing
materials, less plastic, and less stuff in our
homes that would likely one day end up
in landfills.
My friends and I had “QuaranTea”
parties during the lockdown over Zoom.

How ought we to respond to this terrible power?
Is there a way for us to use technology as a creative,
constructive force, rather than a destructive one?
is an essential component of courage; it
provides the requisite motivation for brave
actions. Without hope for a favorable
outcome, human beings would never
have experimented with flight, astronauts
would never have boarded rocket ships,
protestors would never have taken to the
streets to demand equal rights or better
living conditions, and scientists would
never have turned to microscopes to better
understand the nature of disease. Hope
isn’t a stand-in for action; the world’s
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be done virtually than we previously
thought. This is not an unmitigated good
thing, but there is lots of potential here.
There are tremendous environmental
benefits to having fewer commuters on
the road. The ability to conduct meetings
and appointments online offer greater
flexibility and can be more efficient.
When done right, working from home
could reduce childcare challenges and
could help employees find healthy work
life balance.

Necessity taught us ways of maintaining
intimacy with our loved ones, even when
we couldn’t be together physically. These
examples highlight the ways in which
we can harness the power of technology
not toward the endless pursuit of expansion or economic growth, but in the
service of values that make human life
meaningful and worth living. That’s something worth being hopeful about.
Rachel Robison-Greene is a postdoc
teaching in USU’s philosophy program.

The BIG U
transforms
the landscape
of lower
Manhattan to
protect against
future climate
vulnerabilities
exposed by
Hurricane Sandy.
Image by BIGBjarke Ingels
Group.

The Urban World
O

n paper, Xiongan New Area looks green.
Islands of trees surrounded by meandering riverways that scallop neatly gridded
streets. There are no cars in sight. China’s model
city looks somehow both orderly and organic.
And it doesn’t yet exist. The cities of the future
are being built today. Some, like Xiongan New
Area, are colossal planned metropolises with
high-speed rail and designed to ease congestion
in nearby megacities.
The cities of the future are also the ones people live in today that are implementing policies
and public works projects to gradually transform
the urban landscape. Like New York City’s plans
to safeguard lower Manhattan from the next Superstorm Sandy with a 10-mile greenbelt ribbon
that USU alumna Jamie Maslyn Larson’s firm
designed. But cities are ever-changing organisms.
Cities, by definition, require people. And people
change. Locks change. Earthquakes level cities.
Floods sink them. Epidemics shape cities, too.

Aggies who
are working
today to
rethink the
cities of
tomorrow.
By Kristen Munson

They tend to disproportionately gut the poor
and blow open the cracks in society.
In 1832, during the height of a cholera
epidemic, wealthy New Yorkers fled the city
in stagecoaches for the countryside. Upwards
of 3,500 people, many poor immigrants,
perished from a disease they didn’t yet understand. Two centuries later, COVID-19
revealed similar disparities. While bodies piled
up in refrigerated tractor trailers, headlines
like “How will cities survive the coronavirus?”
forecasted the end of urbanity. History will
likely prove otherwise.
Seventeen years after the 1832 cholera
epidemic occurred, New York’s population
had doubled. The United Nations projects
that 70 percent of people will live in cities by
2050, with the largest clusters being in Asia
and Africa. COVID-19 is unlikely to be the
force to upend that. But it may shape how
cities evolve.
FALL 2020 I UTAHSTATE
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A Reckoning
COVID-19 has forced an unexpected
reckoning as many people like Stephanie Tomlin, MS ’18, a planner for the
Utah Department of Transportation,
suddenly find themselves spending a
lot more time at home.
“There has been this whole push
to the shared transportation economy
like micro mobility [think ebikes] and
mobility as a service [think Uber],” she
says. “What is that going to look like
after having this pandemic shake up?
And then transit? That’s a whole other
discussion. Now all of a sudden it’s a
really bad thing to be in the same space
as someone.”
Tomlin sees potential in the pause to
check for blindspots and course correct,
if needed.
“We don’t have very many times in
history where we have been forced to
stop. We have an opportunity to change
if we want,” she says. “There is a lot of
research on how we develop habits and
it’s that we just get conditioned to do
things—like our regular commute—
more often, people are not considering
that there could be another way.”
UDOT is examining data for clues.
During the first two weeks of April
there was a 70 percent decrease in traffic
volumes throughout the state’s major
arterials. Air quality improved. Strava
data increased 100 percent.
“It really was the renaissance of biking and walking because basically our
whole existence was really simplified
down again to ‘What are the things that
we have?’” Tomlin says.
Salt Lake City, like many urban
centers with lockdowns, closed some
roads and repurposed travel lanes so
that people could safely get outside
since sidewalks are too narrow to social
distance effectively.

“When we open back up, why do
we have to go back?” Tomlin says. “We
always wish for these opportunities to
just take a hard stop and reevaluate. I
really hope from that standpoint that it
is really treated as such. The pessimist
in me is [things are] just going to go
back to normal.”
There is also the possibility that train
riders will abandon transit altogether
and return to single occupancy vehicles.
“From an air quality and congestion
perspective that is not a good thing,”
Tomlin says. “Then we would be, unfortunately, worse off than we were before.”
COVID-19 identified the need to
build more resilient transportation systems. But what does a resilient system look
like? A more holistic one, Tomlin says.
“We realize it’s not one size fits all. I think
that is really at the heart of vibrant cities.”

Scaling
Green Energy
Chemistry professor Tianbiao Liu’s lab
website features a cheery cartoon landscape
dotted with windmills, solar panels, pine

The BIG U blends public space with
practical solutions to mitigate climate
change hazards such as flooding.
Image by BIG-Bjarke Ingels Group.
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trees, and electric vehicles. The lab fuses
disciplines like engineering and biochemistry because tackling the energy storage
problem can’t just be chemistry alone, Liu
admits. “I am very hopeful we can make
something useful.”
In 2019, he received a five-year, nearly
$600,000 National Science Foundation
Faculty Early Career Development Award
to develop scalable flow battery technology for renewable energy storage—a
problem that has long plagued solar and
wind technology adoption. Flow batteries
are different from the lithium batteries
used in cell phones and scale well, making
them more ideal for serving as a backup
supply for cities.
“They are safer. We can build them in
large sizes,” Liu says. “They are very good
for renewable energy storage like solar and
wind energy. You can use them to power
your house and your appliances.”
Flow batteries are essentially tanks of
electrolytes that store energy for later use.
Many flow batteries function by using a
rare metal called vanadium and nontoxic,
durable alternatives are in short supply.
But Liu’s group is working to address this
problem. In 2018, they devised an ironbased organic flow battery that maintained

its charge after 1,000 cycles. Further advances could bridge the latency problem
with solar and wind electricity, making
energy sources more stable and reliable.
“Right now, there isn’t an affordable safe energy storage for renewables
available,” Liu says. “That is something
we want to make to address the storage
challenges. Once that happens you can
significantly reduce the reliance on fossil
fuel electricity.”
Liu points to countries like Germany
and Denmark that use solar energy as
the major source of residential electricity
supply. While he doesn’t think solar can
replace all uses of energy in the United
States, he believes more than half of
residences will be powered by it in the
next two decades. “I think that is very
realistic.”
He also predicts cities across the West
will be powered by solar.
“There is an ongoing transition right
now,” Liu says. “If our battery becomes
a larger option, then I think that will
significantly speed up the transition to
solar energy.”
Liu also sees avenues forward with
AI smart technology in our homes and
vehicles that could save materials and

reduce emissions. Big improvements in
clean energy will occur “if we are serious and if we invest in true science and
technology,” he says. “That is my belief as
a scientist.”

City Meets Nature
Less Mad Max, more rooftop gardens.
That’s the future Sarah Klain wants
to see.
“When I watch movies like Star Wars
or Bladerunner, they have all these dystopian cities of the future that are devoid of
plants and animals,” the assistant professor of natural resources says. “I think the
cities of the future have trees. They figure
out how to work with nature.”
Her vision centers on the idea that
cities should be designed to promote
human well-being. Trees, green space,
and equitable access to walking paths are
part of that. In 2013, Klain co-authored
a review of scientific papers analyzing the
benefits of nature that found “knowing
and experiencing nature makes us generally happier, healthier people.”
“I am deeply skeptical of things like
building skyscrapers where we can grow

food in them,” Klain says. “From an energy
point of view, that is impractical, but we
can have more integration of trees and
community gardens and green space to
feel healthier.”
Klain studies perceptions of renewable
energy sources such as wind. And controversy abounds depending on one’s geography.
“In Iowa, wind is like another crop,”
she says. “You can have these farmers who
have an even more dependable stream of
income because of wind than only reying
on their industrial soy or corn crop. Texas
is actually a model for engaging the public
in creating a vision of the energy future that
Texans want—and they chose to invest in
wind farms.”
In places like rural Texas, it may be easier
to swap oil derricks for windmills—both
generate income for landowners, and there
are less people to complain about the sight
of them, Klain says. “A lot of the controversy
with wind comes when areas are valued for
other things like pastoral value.”
Offshore wind farms hold enormous potential for powering swaths of the East Coast
but have significant hurdles. Projects can get
stymied with lawsuits or community pushback. Consider the Cape Wind Project. The
proposal opened the door to future offshore

“I think the cities
of the future have
trees. They figure
out how to work
with nature.”
— Sarah Klain
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The BIG U is on good days, a space
to recreate. During storm surges,
a buffer for lower Manhattan.
Image by BIG-Bjarke Ingels Group.

realized and the potential.” She remains
hopeful they play a substantial role in
powering coastal cities in the future.
“There is no such thing as a carbon
neutral city—yet,” she smiles.

Plan for All Needs

“How does our urban fabric
better support transportation
and mobility in ways that aren’t
confining but rather liberating?”
— Jamie Maslyn Larson
wind projects in the United States, but
was never built, whereas a similar project
conceived at roughly the same time, the
London Array, now produces enough
energy to power 500,000 homes in the
United Kingdom.
Moving projects further offshore
makes projects more expensive, but companies are less likely to run into controversy, Klain says. “The potential is huge
but there is a big difference between the
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In March, Caroline Lavoie, professor of
landscape architecture, was on sabbatical
in India when she got a call from the university: come back now. As COVID-19
locked down the world’s second largest
city, it underscored the problems that all
communities face to varying intensities:
water pollution, air quality, inequality.
“What COVID-19 did is really prove
that the boundaries don’t exist in the
way that we think of,” Lavoie says. “We
all need to cooperate and to align at all
levels ... because the air, the virus, and the
water, they don’t have boundaries.”
When she visited New Delhi, fine particulate matter level in air crested levels
four times the amount considered unsafe
in Utah. During the lockdown, levels
dropped into the single digits. Blue skies
emerged. In cities like Jalandhar, residents
were mesmerized by a sight not seen by
some in decades: mountain peaks 120
miles in the distance.
“When we talk about the health of the
city, it is not just retail,” Lavoie says. “We
have got to have all the other needs fulfilled. With COVID-19, I think people
realize the depth of their needs. It’s also
spiritual connection to the place we live.
Some of the needs are to be able to see
the sky. To be able to see this connection
with nature.”
The effects of the pandemic showed
her how cities need to become more
equitable.
“We need places to work, places to
socialize, places to feel part of a community and a landscape,” she says. “We
need places to grow food. We need places
to learn. Places of worship and spiritual

significance. And that can be a church or
that can be the river. And each of those
calls for specific typology of space or
service.”
Landscape architects like Lavoie aim
to convert challenges into opportunities.
In Bangalore, Lavoie co-taught a design
studio at Christ University and an urban
ecology workshop for women focused
on growth in Pune, a rapidly growing
city near Mumbai. Lavoie pushed her
students and colleagues to invite city
stakeholders during the process, because
sometimes you just need one person to
excite who can move fresh ideas forward.
“I saw the urgency of acting and that
is not in 50 years, that is now,” she says.
“Because in 10 years the city will change
completely. Even if there is one idea
that they take from the students from
the project, I am hopeful that things can
be better.”

Anticipate Change
Jamie Maslyn Larson MLA ’97 is not
an impatient person.
“I am a landscape architect, and that
means that whatever I design today, I
will need to wait 20, 30, 40 years to
really meet the vision,” she says.
The director of landscape for Bjarke
Ingels Group New York has helped
design some of the city’s most ambitious
public projects in recent history. While
at the firm West8, she helped transform
Governors Island from an abandoned
military base in New York Harbor to a
site that could attract development. The
design sculpted hills up to 70 feet high
across the once flat 172-acre island to
account for predicted sea level rise. They
used the landscape as a tool to integrate
climate change solutions in a space that
people could enjoy, Larson says.
Planning for climate change is a
requirement of all her projects. “It’s not
an option not to think about it,” she

says. “This is how we shape the future,
looking through the lens of climate
change.”
During Hurricane Sandy in 2012,
a 14-foot storm surge flooded much
of lower Manhattan and caused $19
billion in damage across New York
City. Afterwards there was a move to
improve resiliency through design.
Larson’s firm BIG NY was awarded
$335 million to develop “The BIG U,”
a 10-mile ribbon of raised pathways
and berms to protect lower Manhattan from future surges. Construction
began this summer for one phase of it.
COVID-19 is a different kind of
disaster that has designers like Larson
considering how cities can recover and
build resiliency into the urban fabric.
“You would think that the result
would mean that we shouldn’t have
density,” she says. “But density is
actually one of the things that makes
a healthy vibrant community and a
healthier planet. We see the opportunity to change mobility.”
She sees exploring alternative
transportation options and how we
use shared streets as an opportunity for
cities to explore.
“I know that a lot of people are
saying this is the end of cities, but
cities have proven to be incredibly efficient and also provide more than just
density,” she says. “They are epicenters
of culture and art and that I think is
important for our humanity. It’s really
asking the question ‘How does our
urban fabric better support transportation and mobility in ways that aren’t
confining but rather liberating?’”
But it’s not an easy fix. And while
other pandemics have catalyzed reinvention, it requires experimentation
and an openness to learn, she says.
And reinvention involves “strategically
bold” action. Like the mayor of Paris
who wants to swap plaza concrete for
trees around historical landmarks

which could reduce heat island effects
as the city experiences more hot days,
Larson says.
“Everyone has the opportunity
right now to experiment and say ‘is this
worth it?’” Larson says. “What are the
benefits? If we take away a lane and
add a bike lane or if we take away a
lane and add more green, let’s evaluate
it. But doing nothing is kind of a weak
position because if you are not willing to
experiment, then you are not willing to
change anything.”

Children’s
Predictions
In 2120 I think that houses will be
skyscrapers and that they will
make buildings tilting and bending.
— Elizah White
I think because of global warming a
lot of cities will be under water
because sea levels are rising so fast. I
also think there will be hover floating
restaurants that you can eat at and
stores and scooters and bikes will also
be able to hover. The world will be in
water. — Anderson Seamons

Maybe we will live in the sky.
I think that also we will have robot
servants and robot companions and
robot friends. — Ruby Mather
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PRACTICE MAKES

MAYBE
On the rebound, in the whirlwind, gearing up for change.
The lives of Aggies interrupted and adapting during the
athletic pandemic. BY JEFF HUNTER ’96

J

ustin Bean was ready for the rebound. As the shot went up, the Aggie forward threw a “swim” move on
his San Diego State opponent, deftly
moving from the right side of the lane to
the left, putting himself in perfect position
to snag the carom and put the ball back in
the basket for a Utah State win.
But one of the most prolific USU rebounders in recent memory never got the
chance to touch the basketball. Instead, he
simply enjoyed having a front-row seat to
one of the biggest plays in the long history
of Utah State basketball.
A senior wide receiver on
the Utah State football team,
Jordan Nathan was already
tasked with rehabbing from
offseason shoulder surgery
when the COVID-19 pandemic
hit. Now, he tries to prepare
for a 2020 season altered due
to the surge of coronavirus
cases over the summer.

“I had a tip-in earlier in the year that
helped us beat South Florida, so I briefly
thought maybe it would be another moment like that,” Bean recalls. “But Sam
Merrill is obviously Sam Merrill, and he
sank it.
“And seeing that shot going in was
definitely one of the craziest moments of
my life.”
Of course, it was the 3-point dagger
by senior guard Sam Merrill with less
than three seconds left that broke a tie
and staked the Aggies to a 59–56 lead in
the Mountain West championship game
in Las Vegas, and ultimately, a secondstraight tourney title on March 7.
“The basketball gods were on our
side,” Bean says. “There were just a lot
of emotions to deal with in that last 10
seconds or so.”
But thanks to Merrill, who leaves
USU as the second-leading scorer in the
school’s history, and a gutsy performance
by the rest of the team, the Aggies overcame a 16-point, first-half deficit to win

the tournament and an automatic bid to
the 2020 NCAA Tournament.
“I think our spirits were the highest
they had been in two years,” Bean says.
“We felt like everything was coming
together, and we were playing our best
basketball at the right time—the perfect
time—and we were looking to ride those
emotions and that momentum into the
NCAA Tournament.”
And then the world unraveled.
Four days after watching their son
help the Aggies win the Mountain West
championship in Las Vegas, Gordon and
Shauna Bean were settling into their seats
at Chesapeake Energy Arena in Oklahoma
City. The Beans are season-ticket holders
to Thunder games, but on this night,
something was off. There was a lengthy
delay and members of the Thunder and
the visiting Utah Jazz left the court and
returned to their locker rooms.
In a group text, Bean’s parents shared
that the refs were talking to each other
and members of the medical staff, Bean
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recalls. “Fans started booing when they
announced they were canceling the
game. But they left the arena and got
in the car still not knowing what was
going on.
“But soon we started seeing things
on Twitter about coronavirus being
the reason, and that some Jazz players
might be involved. …
“That’s when I realized, this might
not end well for us,” Bean adds.
The commotion that Bean’s family
witnessed was the reaction to Jazz
center Rudy Gobert testing positive
for COVID-19, which led to the NBA
shutting down play, just hours after
the NCAA had announced “The Big
Dance” would go on—just without
fans in the stands.
By the following day, the NCAA
Tournament had been canceled, and
Coach Craig Smith had been officially
informed his team had an automatic
bid to a tournament that would never
take place.
“I’ll never forget that meeting out
on the court at the Spectrum,” Smith
says. “Sam Merrill is someone who
you just don’t see a lot of emotion out

good. It was certainly difficult for
about 10 days, and it felt like ‘The
Twilight Zone’ a little bit.”
Smith says he and his program
understand “the big picture” about
why the NCAA Tournament was canceled, and looking back now, simply
feels grateful that the Mountain West
tournament was moved up a week.
Otherwise, there would have been no
second straight tourney championship
in Smith’s two seasons at USU. And
there would have been no moment
like the one Merrill delivered.
“There are so many things to be
grateful for,” he notes. “But at the
same time, we really felt like we could
make some noise this year. You never
know, we could have been the next
Loyola of Chicago.”
Since all of the madness of March,
Smith and his staff have kept in touch
with their players via phone and
Zoom gatherings, conducted virtual
recruiting, and adjusted to changing
NCAA mandates. Smith is anxious to
“get a feel” for his new team, something that a computer screen simply
can’t provide.

“We were a mess. Everyone was a mess.
It was a sad scene, especially for the seniors.”
— Mazie MacFarlane
of, but he was in the middle, with tears
just flowing down his face. And you can
go right on down the line.
“Everyone just started hugging each
other, and it was incredibly emotional. I
soon realized that (senior guard) Diogo
(Brito) wasn’t there, and someone said he
just ran up the tunnel as soon as I told
them. I called him on the way home, and
he said, ‘Coach, I’m sorry. But I’m just
not ready for it to be over.’”
Three months after the final practice
of a 26–8 season, Smith insists, “I’m
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“As a coaching staff, and just as a
person right now, you have to learn
how to adjust on the fly,” Smith says.
“You have to be flexible and try not
to make a big deal out of little things
because just in the last couple of
weeks, the amount of things that have
changed is just insane. You have to
try and make the best of things, even
though we still don’t know if they’ll be
a football season or a basketball season.
If we’ll have a half season, and no fans.
Nobody knows right now.”

L

ike most people, this is John
Hartwell’s first pandemic.
“It’s definitely been a whirlwind,” the Utah State athletic
director says. “And there’s no AD 101
textbook to look at while you try and
deal with something like this.”
And if there was, that textbook would
have to be reprinted several times a week,
if not daily. Ever since Gobert’s diagnosis,
practically every college athletic department adjusted to recommendations,
guidelines, and rule changes from numerous entities and agencies.
“It’s an evolving situation,” Hartwell
says. “Whatever our direction or our
policy is today, it may change in the
afternoon from what it was in the morning based on new information. We’ve got
to be flexible in how to navigate it, and
make sure we communicate across all
lines.”
In June, Utah Gov. Gary Herbert
announced that guidelines for large
gatherings in the state, including up to
3,000 people for indoor events and 6,000
for outdoor events with social distancing and mask precautions. That led to
Hartwell and his staff looking at different
seating scenarios to accommodate fans
at 25,513-seat Maverik Stadium for for
what was supposed to be USU’s season
opening game against Washington State
on Sept. 3. In a pandemic-free world,
that contest would likely be a sellout.
The added challenge is that premium
seating such as suites and club seats on
the west side of the stadium is what
“helps pay the bills,” as does the student
section on the lower east side thanks to
the more than $5 million the athletic department gets annually from student fees.
“We’ve been looking at several different ways to accommodate as many fans
as possible in there because we want to
maximize revenues,” Hartwell says. “It’s
just a tightrope that we’re trying to walk.”
Freshman outfielder Mazie Macfarlane
was second on the USU softball team
with a .329 batting average when the
season abruptly ended after 24 games.
Photo by Rick Parker.
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Athletic departments around the
country have lost millions of dollars in
revenue. Many schools have eliminated
entire athletic programs to save money,
including Southern Utah University
discontinuing its men’s and women’s
tennis programs, Stanford dropping 11
sports, and Boise State cutting swimming,
diving, and baseball—a program it just
restored in January after a 40-year hiatus.
Hartwell says he’s optimistic that
Utah State will be able to avoid such
drastic measures.
“Once it became clear that things
were going to be shut down for a while, I
got everyone together and said, ‘It is go-

getting shut down was that they spent
much less money on travel and in-person
recruiting. USU’s student-athletes rallied
to a combined overall GPA of 3.51 for
spring semester, breaking the previous
semester mark of 3.32 from the fall of
2019.
“That was really unbelievable for kids
who may have never really done online
work before,” Hartwell says. “I’m not saying that completely overcomes the loss of
not being able to compete in the spring,
but our kids definitely took lemons and
made lemonade out of it.”
Utah State did take a financial hit “to
the tune of south of a million dollars,”

being financially prudent with how
we build new facilities and do capital
projects,” Hartwell notes.
Of course, what’s difficult to gauge is
how the pandemic and its corresponding
impact on the economy is going to limit
philanthropic giving, not to mention the
worst-case scenario of COVID-19 shutting
down the entire 2020 football season. No
collegiate sport brings in nearly as much
revenue as football, which could lead to
a massive ripple effect through all other
programs.
That’s why there were discussions of
playing games without fans, playing only
conference games, and even a proposal

They were playing their best basketball
at the right time—the perfect time.
			 And then the world unraveled.
ing to be our philosophy going forward
that we’re going to protect our sports,
we’re going to protect our scholarships,
and we’re going to protect our jobs.
Beyond that, I need everyone to be
on board with use limiting expenditures
to only things that are essential,’ and
everybody’s done a great job of that,”
he explains.
For fiscal year 2020, Hartwell says
the Aggie athletic department fared
alright because the Mountain West was
able to capitalize on the revenue that
came from the basketball tournament,
while most other conferences were not.
He said the silver lining to spring sports

Justin Bean was a sophomore
forward on last year’s basketball
team, which won the Mountain
West tournament championship,
but was then denied its automatic
berth in the NCAA Tournament due
to the impact of COVID-19. Photo
from USU Athletic Media Relations.

due to the NCAA Tournament being
canceled, but Hartwell says the athletic
department will have a balanced budget
for fiscal year 2020. However, going
forward into fiscal year 2021 beginning
July 1, things were certainly bleaker.
Hartwell anticipated an operating
budget of $38.5 million, but has since
trimmed off about $3 million, with
much of that savings coming from fewer
recruiting trips and scheduling fewer
games, especially road contests. A new
Mountain West television package helped
provide a $2 million increase, he says,
otherwise he would have had to cut as
much as $5 million off the 2021 budget,
“which would have been really, really
tough for us to do.”
It also helps that projections for fall
enrollment at USU are only down about
2-3 percent of normal, which means the
impact of lost money from student fees
should be rather minimal.
“I have to give a lot of credit to
[Vice President for Business and Finance]
Dave Cowley and his vision and just

by the Ivy League that the 2020 football
season be played in the spring of 2021.
By mid-July, many of those potential
measures were becoming reality, with
the Ivy League moving fall sports to the
spring, the Patriot League canceling its
fall sports, and the Big 10 and Pac-12
announcing that they would play only
conference games in football—a move
that cost the Aggies not only their home
game against Washington State, but also
a money-making trip to Seattle to play
Washington on Sept. 19. But in June,
Hartwell was optimistic that sports will
go forward this fall, using testing guidelines recommended by the university,
the state of Utah, the Mountain West
Conference, and the Bear River Health
Department.
“Over the course of the next twoand-a-half months, we’re going to hone
in our protocols and do everything we
can to keep student-athletes, staffs, and
fans safe,” he says. “The ultimate decision
maker will always be their safety and
welfare.”
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or many college athletes, they
spend years practicing and sacrificing their social lives so they can
be ready to take the stage when
it counts. But what happens when the
moment comes during a pandemic? Up
until the second week of March, Mazie
MacFarlane was absolutely living the
dream.
A left fielder on the Utah State softball team, Macfarlane was hardly playing
like a freshman, hitting in the No. 3
spot in a solid Aggie lineup thanks to a
.329 batting average. In just 24 games,
she had belted four doubles, two home
runs, scored 15 runs and driven in 11,
including five in a 12–5 road victory
over Santa Clara on March 7.
Macfarlane, who bats left and throws
left, was also playing alongside her
“mirror image”—twin sister, Makenzie,
a catcher/first baseman who is righthanded in the field and at the plate. The
Macfarlane twins of Rocklin, California,

“We were a mess. Everyone was a
mess. It was a sad scene, especially for the
seniors.”
After their season was suddenly terminated with 29 games left on the schedule,
Mazie and Makenzie drove back home
to northern California and tried to make
the adjustments to taking classes online.
Being in the same household, the Macfarlane twins have had the benefit of being
able to work out and practice with each
other, and they both got jobs at a local
grocery store.
The duo also plans to take advantage
of the NCAA’s decision to provide Division I spring-sport athletes who had their
seasons cut short due to the pandemic
with an additional year of eligibility.
“It’s not going to be paid for, but I’m
definitely going to take that extra year.
And Makenzie, too,” Mazie declares.
“We love the sport so much and are just
going to want to keep playing, especially
after having our first year get cut short.”

“I love our fans. They help us stay alive
and get back in games when things
get tough.” — Jordan Nathan
were eager to finally play at home after
playing all the earlier games out of state.
Utah State had a road contest at Utah
Valley slated for Friday, March 13, followed by its first home game, also against
the Wolverines, on March 15. Macfarlane
says until that point, she “really wasn’t
worried” about COVID-19’s potential
impact on her first season of collegiate
softball.
“It wasn’t until the Pac-12 canceled
their season that I thought, ‘Oh dang,
the Mountain West might do that, too,’”
Macfarlane admits. “We were supposed to
play on Friday, and Coach [Steve] Johnson held a team meeting on Thursday.
That’s when we found out.
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nlike Macfarlane, Jordan Nathan
already knew his spring was going
to be unusual.
A wide receiver and punt returner on the Aggie football team, Nathan
injured his shoulder during USU’s dramatic, 37–35 victory at Fresno State last
November. But the speedy junior out of
Monrovia, California, battled through
the pain, starting 12 out of Utah State’s
13 games and finishing second on the
team in both receptions (56) and receiving yardage (581).
Nathan, who was diagnosed with a
torn labrum, underwent surgery on Jan.
22, with the idea that it would take up
to nine months to get back up to speed.
That meant he would still be rehabbing

during the Aggies’ spring practice period.
Of course, the rise of COVID-19 quickly
changed all that.
“I remember first hearing about the
coronavirus a little while after my surgery,
but I really didn’t think there was any way
it was serious enough that they would
cancel spring ball,” Nathan says. “But more
and more outbreaks started happening, so
soon our coaches told us we should just go
home and take a little break, go home to
our families and see if they need anything.”
The “break” ended up lasting about
two-and-a-half months, which was particularly difficult for Nathan, who no longer had access to trainers and therapists
as he tried to recover from his surgery.
He had resistance bands sent to him and
scraped up some dumbbells to work out
in his mother’s garage while quarantining
in Southern California.
Nathan, who graduated with a bachelor’s in sociology this spring, maintained
contact with his coaches and teammates
via text messages and Zoom meetings until
Aggie football players were finally allowed
to return to Logan on June 1. Coming
from out of state, Nathan had to selfquarantine in his apartment for two weeks
before players started individual workouts
on June 15.
He is concerned about the cancellation of spring practices and not being able
to spend more time with his teammates
because he feels the Aggies lacked a little
“team chemistry and camaraderie” during
their 7–5 season in 2019. But he feels they
can overcome some of those deficiencies
“if we focus on what’s in front of us and
work our tails off.”
All that work could be for naught if the
2020 football season is canceled. But
in June, Nathan was gearing up for the
season opener against Washington State,
despite knowing the potential for drastic
alterations like a conference-only schedule
or no fans in the stands.
“I would hate for things to get to that
point because I love our fans. They help
us stay alive and get back in games when
things get tough, so not having them
would be tough,” Nathan says. “But if
it’s the difference of playing without fans
or not playing at all, it’s my last season.
I want to play.”

F I E L D N O T E S //

Winning the

New Trojan War
Sanghamitra Roy Investigates
Hardware Security Threats By Matt Jensen ’08

Sanghamitra Roy is one of the
country’s leading hardware security
experts. Top photo by Pixabay,
bottom photo by Matt Jensen.

Less than a decade ago, our conversations about cybersecurity focused almost
exclusively on the risk of outside perpetrators, the hackers and viruses that infiltrate and wreak havoc in our computers.
But seemingly overnight, the perceived
risk shifted from uninvited intruders
toward a new threat that may already
lurk inside our machines. Computer
engineers around the world are turning
their attention to the emerging problem
of hardware security. Today’s advanced
processors may contain built-in components that can spy on a computer’s data.
“For a long time, people assumed their
underlying hardware was trustworthy
and that the biggest risk came from
unwanted software,” says Sanghamitra
Roy, an associate professor of electrical
and computer engineering at Utah State
University. “But all that has changed.”
The culprit is a class of devices called
Trojans, which can be weaseled onto
hardware components during various
stages of the manufacturing process.
Roy, one of the nation’s leading experts
on hardware reliability and security, says
Trojans are extremely difficult to detect
and, once-activated, can stay with a
computer for life. She and her colleagues
have embarked on a multi-year research
effort to better understand the problem.
“Today’s processors are so complex,”
she explains. “They are built in series of
clusters or cores, each containing billions
of transistors. The cores communicate
with one another through an interconnect.
For hundreds and thousands of cores, the
interconnect resembles the Internet. That’s
why it is called a Network on Chip.”
The interconnect—the processor’s
proverbial traffic cop, standing in the
middle of the world’s busiest intersection

—is the ideal location where a malicious
actor might hide a Trojan. Roy’s team
studies two threats related to the interconnect. In one case, the interconnect
can snoop on conversations between cores
while sending bits of data to the cloud
without a user’s authorization. In another
case, the interconnect itself can interfere
with communication between cores,
interrupting time-critical operations.
Roy’s team calls this a denial of service.
“Let’s say two cores are exchanging
extremely time-critical information.
A malicious interconnect might interrupt that process by sending useless
information packets that slow down
the communication process,” she says.
“The interconnect ends up hogging the
network and denying service between
the cores.”
So who’s behind these built-in, storebought hacks?
“The chips are being made across a
big supply chain that spans oceans and
different companies,” says Roy. “The
Trojan can be implanted at any stage of
that supply chain.”
One of the biggest challenges for the
researchers is the clever design of Trojans.
They defy security tests and regularly slip
through manufacturers’ quality control.
They ship in products around the globe
and lay dormant inside their machines,
waiting for a sequences of processes—
a code—that triggers them into action.
For now, Roy’s focus of study is
exploring ways to thwart or disable a
Trojan, not go hunting for its architect.
The National Science Foundation is backing her work, and so far the research is
showing promising results. Roy and her
team have secured two U.S. patents from
the project.
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me

Am I still
on Mars?
I am stranded
on Mars. The fuel tanks on my

return vessel ruptured, and no rescue
team can possibly reach me before I run
out of food. (And, unlike Matt Damon,
I have no potatoes.) Luckily, my ship
features a teleporter. It is an advanced bit
of gadgetry, to be sure, but the underlying
idea is simplicity itself: the machine scans
my body and produces an amazingly
detailed blueprint, a clear picture of each
cell and neuron. That blueprint file is
then beamed back to Earth, where a ‘new
me’ is constructed using raw materials
available at the destination site. All I have
to do is step in, close my eyes, and press
the red button…
But there’s a complication: a toggle
switch allows me to decide whether the
‘old me’ on Mars is preserved or destroyed after I teleport back home. It’s this
decision that is causing me to hesitate.
On the one hand, it seems like what
makes me me is the particular way in
which all my components fit together. I
don’t think there is such a thing as a soul,
or some ghost that inhabits my machine.
I’m just the result of the activity among
my 100 billion neurons and their 100
trillion distinctive connections. And,
what’s more, that activity is what it is, no
matter what collection of neurons is doing it. If you went about replacing those
neurons one by one, but kept all the connections and activity the same, I would
still be me. So, replacing them altogether
at once should not matter, so long as the
distinctive patterns are maintained. This
leads me to want to press the button and
get back to my loved ones—and back to
Earth’s abundant food, water and oxygen,
which will allow me to continue repairing

By Charlie Huenemann

and replacing my cells in the slower, oldfashioned way.
So: if I put the toggle in the ‘destroy’
setting, I should survive the transfer just
fine. What would be lost? Nothing that
plays any role in making me me, in making my consciousness my own. I should
step in, press the button—and then walk
out of the receiver back on Earth.
On the other hand, what happens if I
put the toggle in the ‘save’ setting? Then
where would I be? Would I make the trip
back to Earth, and then feel sorry for the
poor sap back on Mars (the old me), who
will be facing slow death by starvation?
Or—horrors!—will I be that old me, feeling envy for the new me who is now on
Earth, enjoying the company of friends
and family?
Could I somehow be both? What
would that be like? Would I be seeing the
scene on Earth superimposed upon the
Martian landscape? Would I be feeling
both pangs of hunger and exquisite delight
in eating my first home-cooked meal in
years? How would I decide at the same
time to both walk over the dunes of red
sand and go to sleep in my own bed? Is this
even conceivable?
A residual conservatism in my nature
prompts me to think that I would stay
the old me, and the new me—whoever
he is—would be like a twin to me, indeed
more similar to the old me than any natural twin could possibly be. He would feel
all the things I would feel, have the same
memories, and be so very glad that he’s
not starving on Mars. But, for all that, he
would not be me: I would not be thinking or experiencing the things he is, nor
would he be aware of my own increasingly
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I think I have
been the same
thing, a person,
over my life.
But if there is
no inner,

desperate experience. But if this line of
thinking is correct, I am suddenly very
reluctant to turn the toggle over to the
‘destroy’ setting. For then it would seem
that I would simply be annihilated on
Mars, and some new guy on Earth, some
guy a lot like me, would falsely believe
he had survived the trip.
But why ‘falsely’? The memories are
just as much in his brain as mine, are they
not? From his point of view, he experienced stepping into the teleporter, pressing the button, and walking out onto
Earth. He’s not lying when he says that
that’s what happened. Still: I—the one
who steps into the teleporter and presses
the button—would not subsequently

substantive
me,

then there is
no fact to the
matter about
what my
experience
will be when
‘I’ press
the button.
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have this new guy’s experience of walking
out onto Earth. My next experience after
pressing the button would be—well, it
would be no experience at all, as I would
be dead.
Perhaps I need to adopt a more objective point of view. Suppose others were
observing all this. What would they see?
They would see me step in, press the
button, and then—depending on the
toggle setting—they would see either
two copies of me, one on Mars and one
on Earth, or else just one copy of me on
Earth and some smouldering remains on
Mars. There is no real problem, from this
outsider’s point of view. There is no test
an observer could perform to determine
whether I survived the trip to Earth—no
personality test, no special ‘me-ometer’
readings, no careful analysis of discrepancies among the neurons. Everything
proceeds as expected, no matter what the
toggle setting is.
Maybe there is something to be
learned from this. Perhaps what seems to
me an extremely obvious truth—namely,
that there should be some fact to the matter of what I experience once I step in and
press the button—is really not a truth at
all. Maybe the notion that I am an enduring self over time is some sort of stubborn
illusion. By analogy, I once joined a poker
club that had been in existence for more
than 50 years, with a complete change

in its membership over that time. Suppose someone were to ask whether it was
the same club. ‘It is and it isn’t,’ would be
the sensible reply. Yes: the group has met
continuously each month over 50 years. But
no: none of the original members are still
in it. There is no single, objective answer to
the poker-identity question, since there is no
inner, substantive soul to the club that has
both remained the same and changed over
time.
The same goes, perhaps, for me. I think
I have been the same thing, a person, over
my life. But if there is no inner, substantive
me, then there is no fact to the matter about
what my experience will be when ‘I’ press
the button. It is just as the observer says:
first there was one, and then there were two
(with the toggle set to ‘save’), each thinking
himself to be the one. There is no fact about
what ‘the one’ really experienced, because
‘the one’ wasn’t there to begin with. There
was only a complex arrangement of members, analogous to my poker club, thinking
of themselves as belonging to the same ‘one’
over time.
Small comfort that is. I went into this
problem wondering whether I could
survive—only to find out that I am not,
and never was! And yet the decision still
lies before me: do I—do we?—press the
button?
Note: I make no claim to originality in this
thought experiment. A very similar sort of
question was raised in 1775 by the Scottish
philosopher Thomas Reid, in a letter to Lord
Kames referencing Joseph Priestley’s materialism: ‘whether when my brain has lost its original structure, and when some hundred years
after the same materials are again fabricated
so curiously as to become an intelligent being,
whether, I say, that being will be me; or, if two
or three such beings should be formed out of
my brain, whether they will all be me’. I first
encountered it, with the Martian setting, in
the preface to the essay collection ‘The Mind’s
I’ (1981), edited by Douglas Hofstadter and
Daniel Dennett. The British philosopher Derek
Parfit made much hay out of the idea in his
book ‘Reasons and Persons’ (1984). And the
podcaster C G P Grey provides an insightful
illustration of the problem in his video ‘The
Trouble with Transporters’ (2016).
This essay was originally published
on aeon.com.

Could hemp farming become Utah’s next big crop? Photo courtesy of Andrew Burris.

Bringing Back Hemp
By Dennis Hinkamp

G

rowing quality hemp for
medical CBD oil is blatantly
sexist. If you want your crop
to prosper, production requires
that only female plants are
allowed in the field. Even one clandestine
male plant with its copious pollen can
make the flowers go to seed and render
the crop worthless. Even a male plant a
few hundred yards away can ruin the crop
with the aid of windblown pollen.
Why would anyone attempt to grow
such a finicky crop? Though the profit
graphs sometimes look like the peak
pandemic stock market fluctuation; it still
is a potentially high-profit crop. Between
July 2019 and January 2020, the price
dropped from $20 to $5 a pound. Hemp

has about the same yield per acre as wheat
and alfalfa, so even $5 a pound makes
it considerably more valuable compared
to wheat at $.10 a pound or alfalfa’s $.05
a pound.
For working definitions, cannabis is
most associated with its intoxication
characteristics derived from the compound
THC. Hemp contains less than 0.3 percent THC. The plants look the same and
they are separated by only one gene. This
is similar to sweet corn which is visually
indistinguishable from field corn until you
taste it. Cannabis and hemp look the same
until you consume or analyze them.
What hemp lacks in THC it makes up
for in CBD. It has only been a few decades
since cannabis growers started looking for

strains with CBD rather than selecting
for the increased potency of THC. Over
the last decade you have probably heard
more about CBD than THC. Cannabis
has been controversial for its legality
and intoxicating property. Hemp-based
CBD oil is controversial for its medicinal
properties. You can legally purchase CBD
infused oils, creams, drinks, dog treats,
and just about anything you would care
to ingest or put on your skin.
In this age of news silos and free
information you could easily believe that
CBD oil is the cure for everything. Additionally, hemp fiber can be woven into
anything from insulation to your favorite
tie-dye Nuevo hippie clothing. The panacea aspect of CBD often detracts from
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the proven medicinal properties. It has
been shown effective at reducing epileptic
seizures. It is the parents and friends of
epileptic sufferers who successfully wore
down the resistance of state legislatures
who steadfastly wanted to ban anything
related to cannabis plants. In Utah it was
referred to as Charlee’s law, named for a
young girl who died in 2014 while on a
waiting list for the hemp-based botanical
medicine.
This swift wind of change in legality has
allowed researchers such as Utah State University’s Bruce Bugbee to accept research
funding and begin laboratory research.
This is a bit of a detour for Bugbee. He
has spent most of his career conducting
NASA-funded research on growing food
in space. He is probably best known for
developing a dwarf wheat variety called
Apogee that was grown on the International Space Station. Hemp research is not
as dissimilar as it might sound. Bugbee’s
laboratory specializes in studying plants
in controlled environments. His first trials

were in the same type of growth chambers
used to grow Apogee.
Bugbee discovered that USU was
conducting hemp research way back in the
1930s. Like many universities, USU was
trying to grow the best strains of hemp to
make rope for the war effort. There was
no easy way to test the amount of THC or
CBD so there is anecdotal evidence that
researchers smoked it to make sure it didn’t
get them high. Though there is a “wink
wink” sound to this, it is probably true.
This research was taking place in the context of the “Reefer Madness” (1936) scare
films that were going around the country.
Researchers didn’t want hemp farmers to
get in trouble with the law.
In addition to protecting growers, the
university’s mission has always been to supply agricultural producers with researchbased tools and information. In the 1990s,
Utah State University Extension was gearing up for the next big thing in Southern
Utah agriculture. Extension sent faculty to
South Africa to learn the craft. A market-

The current
generation
of hemp growers
are trying to do

something
new;

maximize just the
CBD oil aspect.

Andrew Burris, owner
of Sunshine Family
Hemp, holds hemp
flowers. Photo by
Dennis Hinkamp.
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ing office opened in St. George. There was
a tagline floated around. Ostriches were to
be the “other red meat.” That didn’t turn out
so well. One might look at hemp production with similar skepticism as to whether
hemp production is the next big thing.
In early February 2020 USU Extension
sponsored a hemp grower’s workshop that
sold out its 300-seat capacity and had 50
potential growers waiting outside should
anyone leave early. So clearly there is a
demand for reliable information on the
subject.
Hemp growers face some of the basic
questions of economics and science associated with any crop. Do you plant seeds or
clones? It takes an astute observer to pick
out the male plants before they become a
problem. Though seeds are much less expensive they are riskier because of the sex issues.
As the market evolves, hemp seed growers
market their product based on their success
at delivering female-only seeds. The clones,
like tomatoes starts, are more expensive,
but more uniform and easier to grow.
From an agricultural economist’s point
of view, hemp prices are highly volatile and
compete in a thin market. There are few
buyers, so they can control the price. Extension agricultural economist Ryan Larsen
refers to this “monopsony” power. This
means growers may need to form co-ops
to pool their strength. Additionally, bankers are averse to risk and hemp growing is
extremely risky. Some studies confirm a 90
percent failure rate in the first year. Growing
costs can be $10,000 to $25,000 per acre.
So if you are a new grower going to a bank
for a loan, you better have a convincing
plan in hand.
Bugbee says though it may be decades
away, there is also the specter of lab-grown
cannabinoids from yeast or bacteria in the
lab rather than rely on field crops. This
probably won’t replace fiber production,
but it could replace CBD oil; the most
valuable part of the crop.
That 90 percent failure rate sounds
about right according to Cache Valley grower Andrew Burris. “I know 20 growers here
and in Box Elder County and only two
of us got a crop to market last year. Most
others gave up and let it die in the field.”
Like any crop, success depends on
mastering the variables. Hemp and cannabis

Grower Andrew Burris in
USU’s hemp greenhouse.
Photo by Dennis Hinkamp.

USU was conducting
hemp research way
back in the 1930s ...
the university’s mission
has always been to supply
agricultural producers with

research-based
tools and
information.
have been grown for centuries in mostly
uncontrolled environments or highly controlled illegal environments. The current
generation of hemp growers are trying to
do something new; maximize just the CBD
oil aspect. Burris attributes his early success
to rigorous vetting of all the players in the
supply chain.
“We harvested 10,000 plants of the
11,500 we planted on five acres.” he says.
“We were successful because we did our
due diligence and got good seeds and
genetics. We had less than 20 non-female
plants found in the those 11,500, we
planted.”
The seeds were started in the greenhouse
and transplanted in the field at about eight
weeks. The strains, which tend to have
lighthearted topical name origins, they
selected were Cherry Blossom, Trump,
and Stormy Daniels. Burris chose drip
irrigation rather than flooding or overhead
sprinklers and harvested the crop more like
tobacco; cutting the plant off at ground
level then hanging the plants upside down
in a barn to dry, he says.
The next step is shucking to remove the
leaves and flowers. It is one tough plant,
he recalls. We tried a chain saw and brush

trimmer, but neither seemed to work.
We ended up cutting them all down by
hand with a set of loppers. That took two
people two weeks to finish.
Unlike other seed crops, hemp yields
liters not barrels of oil. Burris says he had
a successful yield of 15 liters but laments
there is a lot of biomass left after the
harvest. “There are many potential uses
for the rest of the plant, but none of them
are profitable yet. Outside a few niche
markets, the fiber has little value. Hemp
is high in protein but is not yet approved
as a livestock feed supplement. Most
farmers just burn the stalks.”
Even with his personal success, he says
he’s probably not going to grow another
outdoor crop in Cache Valley because the
growing season is too short. Still, Burris
and his family are bullish on hemp; they
are transitioning to selling CBD products
and getting the hemp from other growers.
Burris is now the manager and owner of
Sunshine Family Hemp.
“It has been an adventure watching
the plants grow and getting all the questions,” he says. “A lot of the old boys like
to come over and ask, ‘How are the drug
dealers today?’”

Children’s
Predictions
I think that people will

genetically change certain
foods like how they have
made some grapes taste like
cotton candy! Maybe in the future,
foods like apples will be
genetically changed to taste
like hamburgers and maybe
lemons will taste like hotdogs!
That would be really weird.
— MaKayla Lundberg
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Looking to the Past
to see the Future

By Kenneth Carpenter

“Those who cannot remember the past are
condemned to repeat it.” — George Santayana (1905)

As

I write this, the world is
struggling with the COVID-19
pandemic and it will remain a
major event in our lives for many years.
But in a few decades it will become
history and be largely forgotten just like
previous pandemics: Plague of Galen,
165–180 AD, ~5 million dead; Plague
of Justinian, 541–542 AD, ~25 million
dead; Black Death, 1346–1353, 75–200
million dead; cholera pandemic 1852–
1860, 1 million dead; influenza pandemic
of 1889–1890, 1 million dead. As bad as
these human pandemics are, some have
been worse among animals.
The fungal disease chytridiomycosis,
has globally caused mass die-offs of frogs,
toads, and salamanders over the past
50 years. Although not yet a pandemic,
another fungal disease called white-nose
syndrome has killed millions of bats in
the North America since its discovery in
2006, but for unknown reasons is not
fatal for bats in Europe and Asia.
Even insects are not immune. Foulbrood is a lethal disease that has decimated honeybees around the world. Not
surprisingly, disease has been suggested as
a cause for extinctions in the geological
past, including the dinosaurs 66 million
years ago and ice-age mammals 13,000
years ago. But the evidence for extinctionby-disease is very weak, not least of
which because there are no mass death
sites representing the last individuals (the
bones at Dinosaur National Monument
were deposited 84 million years before
the extinction of all dinosaurs). So if not
disease, then what killed the dinosaurs
and what is that to us?
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Extinction events viewed through
the coarse filter of geologic time give
the false impression that one day everything was normal and the next day it
wasn’t. The extinction of the dinosaurs
is commonly portrayed as everything
suddenly changing when an asteroid
crashed into the Earth 66 million years
ago. Talk about having a bad day! The
reality is that some dinosaur species
are absent in strata representing tens of
thousands to hundreds of thousands
of years before the impact. Yet for the
convenience of discussion the dinosaur
extinction is portrayed as occurring
all at once.
Extinctions taking thousands of
years suggest to me environmental
change, and the great driver of that is
climatic change. There is much talk
these days about global warming and
the catastrophic effect this will have on
the Earth. As a paleontologist, I am not
stressed about this change because the
Earth has frequently been much warmer
than today. Around 56 million years ago
during what is called the Eocene, global
temperatures were on average 40+ degrees
Fahrenheit warmer than today, with
palm trees and crocodiles living north
of the Arctic Circle indicating that there
was no ice at either pole (sorry Virginia,
there was no Santa Claus). Granted,

Paleontologist Kenneth Carpenter’s
career centers on examining the
past for clues about life. Photo by
John DeVilbiss.

Carpenter created this
photographic to imagine life
on Earth millenniums from
now. The question remains:
will humans exist?

“When I look at the future through the filter
of the past, I am optimistic that life will survive.”
				— Kenneth Carpenter
there were no coastal cities then that
risked being flooded, which is a major
concern today with melting of the polar
ice caps. Warming of the deep sea during
the Eocene did cause the extinction of
many deep sea creatures, but on land and
in shallow water, life actually did quite
well. Utah, Colorado, and Wyoming were
covered with tropical and subtropical
forests, which were home to a variety
of lemur- and tarsier-like primates, and
dog-size browsing horses. Much of what
is now the Uintah Basin and parts of the
adjacent states were covered with huge
lakes much like the Great Lakes today.
My rather optimistic view of global
change is tempered by the current rapid
loss of habitat, rise in pollution, and

rapid global warming. Although a return
to tropical Utah might sound appealing
(except if you worked in the ski industry),
it is doubtful that we would have lush,
tropical forests blanketing the state again.
For one, the average elevation of Utah
today is much higher than in the Eocene
and the precipitation-blocking Sierra
Nevada Mountains along the CaliforniaNevada border are higher as well. These
greatly influence Utah’s climate. We
might, instead, expect the climate around
Salt Lake City to more closely resemble
that of St George or even Phoenix than
that of sunny Florida as the climatic
zones are pushed north—or would it?
The reality is that we don’t know,
but we can get a glimmer of what

might happen based on the historical,
archaeological and paleoclimatological
records for the 10th through the 13th
centuries. During this time, called the
Medieval Warm Period, much of the
Northern (and Southern) Hemisphere
was relatively warmer than in the
present. It was during this time that the
Vikings settled Iceland, Greenland, and
Newfoundland before they were frozen
out by the Little Ice Age in the decades
afterwards. It was also warm enough
that wine grapes were growing about
300 miles farther north than they do
today, and the treeline across northern
Canada and Siberia was several tens
of miles farther north as well. There is
some geological evidence that arroyos
underwent enlargement throughout the
Southwest during this time due to higher
rainfall. This higher rainfall explains why
the farming cultures of the Fremont and
Ancient Puebloan (“Anasazi”) Indians
reached their population peaks. In fact,
the population of eastern Utah was
probably higher then than it is now.
I don’t intend to portray the climate
change as rosy, nor can I say it will be
doom-and-gloom. But when I look at
the future through the filter of the past,
I am optimistic that life will survive. In
a hundred years, a thousand years, and
tens of thousands of years from now,
the world will look different but also the
same. The big unknown is whether we
are going to allow ourselves to have a say
in what that world will look like, or just
accept whatever happens. Regardless,
we are in the midst of a planetary-wide
experiment of our own making. Will
humans be part of Earth’s surviving life
in 50,000 years?
Dr. Kenneth Carpenter, recently retired,
was director and and curator of
paleontology at Utah State University
Eastern Prehistoric Museum in Price.
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The Show Must Go Online!

After COVID-19
canceled their
performances,
Belén Moyano
and her husband
Drew Nichols
shifted to offering Facebook
Live concerts.
Image courtesy
of Belén Moyano.

The COVID-19 pandemic

has forced performers across the
country into new territory: online.
Theater actress Belén Moyano ’16
and her husband Drew Nichols, a composer and music director, spent the
last six months socially isolated in their
sixth floor Washington Heights apartment doing what performing artists
do—hustling for gigs. They just perform
them live from their living room.
“The pitfall of New York is sometimes
that because it is so busy and there is
so much going on, you kind of fall into
this rut of always kind of hustling but
not really getting anywhere,” Moyano
says. Being stranded inside, she has
moved projects from the backburner
forward, establishing a business with her
husband—a long-time to-do list item—
and taking online fiddle classes and
teaching virtual acting classes.
She has also turned up the dial on her
advocacy work. For her birthday, the couple held a benefit concert for Immigrant
Families Together. And to pay rent, the
couple host Facebook live performances,
perform musicals over Zoom, and bring
to life McCobb Mortality Services, a radio
musical comedy about a dysfunctional
family of women grim reapers. Moyano
is planning for tomorrow, too. She is
translating productions into Spanish for
the day the show can go on outside.

What has COVID-19 taught you?
There was a story about how artists are
the most nonessential job in the world.
I feel like I have survived by watching
Netflix and Disney+ and taking in what
my artists friends have done. Something I
will take away from this is the importance
of the arts as a means of storytelling and
tracking our history. I’ve also learned how
important it is to take the time to listen to
people—not just to their art but listening
to their stories and their frustrations.
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By Kristen Munson

What do you hope an enduring
effect of COVID-19 will be?
I hope we will talk about stories that encompass a greater part of America, not
just the stories we have been telling
over and over again. Our whole cast of
McCobb Mortality Services is people of
color, including Broadway veterans, who
didn’t work as much in the past. Theater
is going through a transition and we want
to see true equity and allow people of
color to flourish in the industry. Despite
our families telling us to come West, my
husband and I felt we needed to be here
in New York City now. We pray that
there will be opportunity for people who
have been trying for so long.

Explain the translation work
you are doing.
I moved to Utah from Argentina at age 9.
For a while I have wanted to start a
Latinx coalition for entertainers. I am
collaborating with a friend to translate
musicals to provide work for our talented
Latinx community beyond productions
of West Side Story, In the Heights, and
Hamilton. How cool would it be if we get
producers to put money behind say Waitress, in Spanish? Then we can perform
these stories for communities that don’t
usually get theater. I think about my

parents. I would love for them to be able to
not only understand productions, but to be
moved by them.

Has going online opened theater
up to new audiences?

A Disney+ adaption of Hamilton came out
and there is a video of a little Asian girl
watching the actress Phillipa Soo who plays
Eliza Hamilton saying, “That’s me!” How
eye-opening is that? For the most part I
don’t do art for myself. I do art for little
Belén who wishes she had had that type
of example growing up of people who are
not only doing good art but who are also
advocates. Because it’s not about vanity or
money because theater is not about money.
Representation matters.

How can people experience and
support the arts right now?

One of the most important things is to help
artists build their platforms now that we are
increasingly online. Follow and comment
on their work because eventually someone
is going to see it and remember you. There
is also the Actors Fund for people who
want to contribute financially.
Follow Belén Moyano at @belencitamoyano
and @mccobbmusical on Instagram.
For information about McCobb Mortality
Services go to drewnicholsmusic.com.

Easy to Love,
Hard to Manage
Keeping National Parks Ready
for Future Generations By Lael Gilbert
Most every person can tell you their national park—the red-walled
canyon they road-tripped to as a kid, a campground they prowled
during college, a mossy canoe lake they visited on 22 separate
occasions with scouts, or the high mountain meadow that settled
into their soul one formative and splendid spring.

Although he has great memories at some of the
“rock star” parks—Glacier, Saguaro, and Arches—
Mark Brunson tends to connect to the smaller
ones—Fossil Butte, Tonto, and Fort Bowie.
Brunson is one of several experts from the S.J.
& Jessie E. Quinney College of Natural Resources
whose research informs the U.S. National Park
Service. Modest national monuments and national
historic parks were often set aside for historical or
archeological significance rather than for scenic
bling, he says.
“What makes me love them even more is that
often there’s hardly anyone there. It’s easier to
appreciate what a gift the national park system is,”
he says.
National parks are easy to love—they are harder to take care of. It isn’t a matter of wanting to
protect these natural treasures; most people do.
It’s the on-the-ground knowledge—understanding
how to manage, maintain, and repair these chronically underfunded, intricate ecological and social
systems—that’s harder to accomplish. What happens, for instance, when your remote backcountry
campsite goes digitally viral? What repercussions
will a boundary change have on the wildlife? How
does the ecology of a site change when crowds get
too loud, messy, or big?

“Our parks confront so many challenges these
days from increasing visitation to aging infrastructure to external pressures like air pollution
and climate change and encroaching development, that make it harder to protect the natural
and cultural features that the parks were created
in order to conserve,” says Brunson.
“To be a manager in the national park service you have to, by definition, be resilient,”
says Christopher Monz, professor of recreation
resources management in the Department of
Environment and Society (ENVS).
Managers address whack-a-mole issues that
surface when millions of people load cars, pitch
tents, hit trails, and conquer peaks in places that
don’t have adequate funding but do have delicate
ecosystems. These are complex places, after all,
where ecology meets history meets social adoration and occasional ignorance.
National parks in the United States have a
mandate that seems paradoxical—to conserve the
scenery, natural and historic objects, and wildlife,
and to provide for the enjoyment of such as will
leave them unimpaired for future generations.
In other words, to have their cake and eat it too
… plus save a piece for the grandkids. But Monz
sees it as a challenge, not an irreconcilable charge.

The scenic Sonoran Desert as seen from a cliff dwelling in Tonto
National Monument. Photo courtesy of Mark Brunson.
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“Finding an equilibrium in national
parks—between sustaining the environment and allowing people to use and
enjoy them—is a bit of a microcosm of
what we are trying to do on planet earth,”
he says. “It’s a good tension for us to experience and learn from. Humans inevitably cause disturbance to natural systems.

But we can’t let ourselves completely
take over nature, because connecting to
the natural world is such a fundamental
part of the human experience.”
Monz’s research is designed to find
that balance. He wants to understand
why visitors behave in ways that may
have negative impacts on natural fea-

“Finding an equilibrium

in national parks—between sustaining the
environmentand allowing people to use and
enjoy them—is a bit of a microcosm of what
we are trying to do on planet Earth.”

— Christopher Monz

tures of parks with the goal of helping
park managers find solutions by influencing how people behave.
At Rocky Mountain National Park,
a short drive from the Denver metro
area, sits Bear Lake, a picturesque highelevation basin ringed by deep green
pinyons and rough granite cliffs. It’s a
trailhead for day hikers, a scenic point
for picnickers, and the start for multiple
treks leading far into the backcountry of
the park. Since the 1970s, recreational
use has been ballooning, creating unlikely
traffic congestion at the 10,000-foot
site. After expanding the parking lot,
managers implemented a shuttle from
the visitor center, hoping to alleviate the
issue. But with each accommodation for
more cars came more crowds, leading to
trickle-down problems for trail erosion,
water quality, animals, plants, and for
the people who came expecting a dose of
fresh air, natural scenery, and backcountry isolation.
“We are really good at moving people
around,” says Monz. “Managers were able
to solve one issue, and then faced another
when the problem became resource impact at the destination.”
To tackle this, Monz’s team quantified
the crowding at the lake and evaluated the park’s capacity. They developed
thresholds for acceptable conditions and
helped park managers consider the timing
of how people use the area, how to present alternative locations that might offer
similar recreation experiences, and to
develop communication strategies about
crowding conditions to help people manage their expectations and modify their
choices. Monz has worked on projects
like this one at more than 30 national
parks around the country and world.
The infrastructure in most U.S.
national parks—roads, campgrounds,
trails, parking facilities—were built for
a different era, says Monz. In the 1950s,
when many parks were being developed

Adventure seeking kayakers paddle offshore Glacier Bay National Park in Alaska.
Photo courtesy of Christopher Monz.
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as recreation destinations, outdoor recreationists had different demands and held
different expectations. (And there were
fewer recreationists.) Motivations were
more likely to be about reconnecting with
nature, not to selfie it or check it off a
10-item bucket list. Managers today need
to understand people’s evolving approach
to protect the ecology of an area, and to
meet human demand, Monz says.
Sometimes those motivations catch
a researcher by surprise. At Glacier Bay
National Park in Alaska, Monz’s team
surveyed several types of visitors—those
who paddle from choppy alcove to stunning outcropping in small sea kayaks, and
those who crowd onto 75-person boats to
admire sapphire glaciers and—if they are
lucky—catch sight of breaching whales.
They used GPS to monitor where study
participants moved in the park, how long
they stayed, and asked what the visitors thought about the condition of the
resources they saw, what they expected
to see before they came, and what they
remembered after they left. Monz found
that most people coming to Glacier Bay

At Tonto, part of Brunson’s task was
to evaluate the current condition
of natural landscape, and potential
threats to the natural setting such
as wildfires fueled by exotic humanintroduced grasses. Photo courtesy
of Mark Brunson.

The invasion [of Buffelgrass] now
threatens the great cactus forest—

the prime reason the park exists.
shared a major motivation—a desire for
adventure. And both types of visitors
reported finding what they came looking
for, even if the way they experienced Glacier Bay was considerably different.
“This information helps park managers make decisions about what experiences to provide, how many people can
sustainably use the area, how to issue
permits, and even what expectations and
obstacles they may face in the next few
decades,” says Monz. Data can inform decisions about national park management,
he says, but “decisions aren’t made in a
vacuum.” Politics affects outcomes, too.
Brunson’s research helps park managers find ways to manage their parks in

cooperation with their neighbors such as
national forests and private landowners to
enhance conservation efforts. His work is
broad—it considers activities on adjacent
lands such as livestock grazing and wildfire prevention, as well as climate change.
Since 2011, Brunson’s team has conducted Natural Resource Condition Assessments for 28 National Park Service units
from Oklahoma to Arizona and from the
Rio Grande to the Little Bighorn National Monument in Montana. Managers tell
Brunson’s team which of their resources
are most critical to their mission as a
park. The team collects data about these
resources such as night sky and natural
soundscapes to geologic features, streams

and springs, and plant and animal species
information to evaluate how far current
conditions have strayed from what would
be considered “natural.”
Brunson also provides information
about factors that might be causing a
departure from natural conditions. Just
outside the gates into Saguaro National
Park lies the sprawling city of Tucson,
Arizona. As the city expands, development
cuts off migration routes for animals such
as white-nosed coati and mountain lions
that naturally travel between the park
and surrounding mountain ranges. Meanwhile, park managers are working hard
to fight an invasive, non-native grass
called buffelgrass. Originally brought to
the area from Africa in the 1930s as a
drought-tolerant forage for livestock, it’s
also very prone to fire in an ecosystem
that didn’t experience wildfires until more
recently. The invasion now threatens the
great cactus forest—the prime reason the
park exists.
What he’s learned from the process
is to protect the parks we love, we need to
not only understand and address how
people impact them on the trail or in the
campground, but also how people affect
them with activities occurring outside
the park, he says. It’s a complex process
that involves more than just soil quality
evaluations and car counts alone.
Whether it’s tracking visitation
patterns on public lands with data
from social media platforms, studying
economies in gateway communities, or
exploring how changes like views of the
night sky affect a visitor’s experience,
ENVS researchers provide the analyses
park managers need to keep national
parks functioning, beautiful, “natural,”
and ready for the next generation.
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D I S S E C T E D //

A Sense of (Future) Place
By Kristen Munson

Often after
foundations are
poured, drywall covered, and punchlists

completed, new buildings feel like they could be any
building anywhere. How do you create something
beyond bricks and mortar? Something that feels like
it belongs on the landscape?
Lianna Etchberger, Utah State University Moab’s
vice president, hopes the Moab Academic Building—
the only building on its new campus—does that, and
more. She hopes it will be the last USU structure to
be one of a kind in terms of sustainability.
“We would really like to be the very first 100
percent carbon neutral building at USU,” she says.
Architects will leverage the site’s desert location to
harness solar power and rainwater capture systems
like bioswales. (Critical when your average yearly
precipitation is less than 10 inches.) The project will

source materials from regional businesses to reduce
the building’s carbon footprint and use geothermal
exchange to efficiently warm and cool the building
during the more energy-intensive winter and summer months.
Another important aspect of the building is
that it serves the greater Moab community. Before
a single shovel was turned, USU Moab students,
faculty, and community members were queried
about how the building should be designed to meet
Moab’s growing needs. Their feedback became the
lodestar for the project, ensuring the building was
a beacon for environmental leadership that maintained a sense of place and purpose.
“We do go back to it and look to make sure we
aren’t going off course,” Etchberger says.

5

3

4
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1

Campus images by
MHTN Architects and
Lake Flato Architects.

2

How to Build a Sense of Place:
1

LEVERAGE the topography.

4

Set against the backdrop of the La Sal Mountains,
the building will celebrate the natural features of
the campus and serve as an inviting and familiar
place for residents to visit.

2

USE a natural palette.
The red rocks of southern Utah are iconic.
Using indigenous materials allows the building
to seamlessly fit into the landscape.

3

CREATE a village.
Design environments that can be easily altered
and that support interaction and a range of uses,
including community events, a permaculture
garden, and flexible classrooms.

5

DESIGN for future uses.
While Moab’s new campus is just one building
now, the project embraces the design ethic of
“long life, loose fit.” Modular planning incorporates today’s uses with tomorrow’s needs.

PLAN sustainably.
Pursue a strategy that minimizes impact on
the land by reusing water and harnessing
solar power.
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D I Y L I F E //

Creatively Tackling the

Kristen Kator looked at her big screen TV and asked, what else could it be? Photos by Kristen Kator.

K

risten Kator ’04 designs for the
future. A big part of her job as a lead
designer with Samsung Research
America is to look at things as they are
now and ask what else they might become.
Like flat-screen TVs mounted on
walls. Since these sleek devices are already
hanging among prized family pictures
and framed art, why not turn the TV into
a work of art itself? Kator’s team turned
an idea into reality with the creation of
Samsung’s The Frame TV. Basically, a
television when it is on, but a platform
for displaying world renowned artwork
when it is off.
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Picture perfect ideas just keep bubbling up from this Soda Springs, Idaho
native. She can’t help herself. She was
that kid who loved to color and do
artistic things. Luckily, she never grew
out of it.
She found a good fit at Utah State
University that allowed her to build
upon her interest in computer programming and computer graphics. When she
graduated in 2004, computer graphics
was a relatively new field. It intrigued
her to work in a medium in which
design and function were so tightly interwoven. In addition to Samsung, she

has worked for five other technology and
communication giants including British
Sky Broadcasting and Sony Corporation
of America.
When it comes to technology, Kator
is like a horse whisperer for humans. She
adopts a sympathetic view of the motives,
needs, and desires of those who interact
with high-tech to improve the way they
experience it. It is her passion, she says.
It also happens to be her main creative
source—a passion for not only making
things, but also making them meaningful.
Here are six other creative forces that lift
her imagination.

new

Children’s
Predictions

By John DeVilbiss
at home, too. When her husband kept
throwing his keys on their new dining
set, Kator came up with a design solution
by altering the environment with a small
entry table by the door with a dish for
keys. Problem solved.

3. Brainstorm with abandonment.

Brainstorming with markers and a whiteboard is a great way to coax out creativity,
especially if approached from a childlike
perspective. “Children are so imaginative,
and they don’t judge or put limitations
upon themselves,” Kator says. “I have a
poster in the office that says ‘do something silly today,’ because I think being
open and kind of being silly or being exploratory really helps with your imagination and coming up with new ideas.”

For entertainment, we
would have VR suits that would let
us run, walk, jump, and lick stuff—
everything so we could feel it was
actually happening. Or we will just
have sensors that attach to our
brains so they send us signals so
we think we are experiencing or
interacting with this VR. Or we might
figure out how to teleport ourselves
into the game, which would be awesome. And we would also have these
suits, or sensors, for our pets so
they could play in the games with
us. And we would have zero gravity
rooms so we could bounce off walls
instead of trampoline parks. All of it
would be awesome. — Nathan Dana

4. Seek inspiration from others.

1. Be curious.

“That’s definitely what drives me as
I work within the tech industry,” she
says. “It’s just being really curious
about technology itself and thinking
about what it can do for people.”

2. Problem solve.

She learned early on from USU’s Alan
Hashimoto and Bob Winward that design is really about problem solving. “A
lot of people don’t see it that way,” she
says. “They see it as making something
look nice.” She employs this thinking

“Every designer I know has got a gazillion Pinterest boards,” she says. “Certain
ideas that you see can help spark other
ideas.” When she and colleagues observed
mobile behaviors of millennials in one
of their research projects it inspired the
idea of using a TV screen with a different
combination of sources. For example,
watch a movie on the left side of the
screen while viewing an exercise routine
from a phone app on the right side.
“Good ideas usually come from a user
pinpoint that we find in research and
then actually make it into a real product.”

5. Switch things up.

In pre-pandemic days, travel and attending conferences was Kator’s preferred
way of stoking creative fires. “People use
technology differently in different parts of
the world,” she says. “I loved being able
to travel to these different places and just
be an observer.” When you can’t travel,
take walks and do new things, even if it’s

just in your backyard. It helps to step away
from creative projects and avoid overthinking things. Ideas need to breathe. “It is
back-of-the-brain kind of thinking while
you go about your daily life,” she says.

6. Be open.

After Kator’s team shared ideas from a
brainstorm session for a new product they
were met with skepticism from other colleagues. The naysayers said the cost would
be too high or ‘you can’t do that because
the development team will never agree
to it,’ she recounts. The problem with
that, she says, is that if you are trying to
innovate, you need to keep an open mind
and think about what could be without
limitations. “The definition of innovation
is something new and different. If you’re
not thinking about doing things differently, you’re not going to innovate.”
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L O O K B A C K //
Since 1982, Joyce Kinkead has
tracked women’s progress at USU.
Photo by Shanda Call.

The Unofficial

List Keeper
By Joyce Kinkead,
Distinguished Professor of English

In 1982, when Utah State University
reached out to me to apply for a faculty
position directing the writing center in
the English department, my answer was,
“I’m not interested,” but Bill Smith, the
director of the composition program,
was convincing.
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“Just send us your CV,”
he said. Later, when he called
to invite me to campus, I
continued to drag my feet,
“I don’t want to waste your
money.” Nearly 40 years
later, I’m glad I was wrong.
What happened?
I landed in Cache Valley
at a time when commercial
flights still made the hop
over the mountains from
Salt Lake City. The stunningly beautiful environment, coupled with a warm
welcome, won me over almost
immediately. When the job
was offered before I returned
to the Midwest, I said yes.
Although I’ve had stretches
away on sabbatical research,
my commitment to USU,
which started all those years
ago, continues.

A benchmark moment in my
initial interview occurred when
the department head said, “We
need strong role models for our
women students.” Admittedly,
I was taken aback. That aspect
of a faculty role had not occurred to me. Throughout the
decades, though, I have felt the
responsibility of carrying the
banner of being a professional
woman, and I’ve been aided
along the way by various groups
of women on campus and in the
larger community. Others could
tell similar stories; this is mine.
In the decade prior to my
arrival, USU was exploring how
to improve opportunities for
women students, staff, and faculty. In 1972, the year I graduated high school in Missouri,
a committee to advance the
status of women was formed.
They helped write an Affirmative Action Plan and hired the
first woman in the Counseling
Center, Marilynne Glatfelter.
A special leave policy enabled
women to complete Ph.Ds. The
Women’s Center for Lifelong
Learning was dedicated in 1974
by First Lady Betty Ford, on
campus for her son’s graduation. Did she know that the
space was formerly the women’s
restroom on the third floor of
the Taggart Student Center?
Cecelia Foxley, who became Commissioner of Higher
Education for the state in 1980,
was appointed assistant vice
president of student services, a
rare woman in central administration. She was also one of
five women with the rank of
professor. The last woman in
my own department to hold the
rank was Veneta Nielsen, a poet
and advocate for women, who
retired against her will in 1974,

prior to the removal of a mandatory retirement age.
Soon after arriving in
1982, I was invited to a late
afternoon gathering of faculty
women in the backyard of the
President’s Home, and I was
rather shocked to find that
I was in a group of “faculty
wives” rather than faculty
members. More happily, I
attended an update on the
Status of Women Committee
by President Stanford Cazier.
The Women and Gender Research Institute was formed
soon after.
The paucity of women
leaders on campus was notable among students, too. The
first woman student body
president, Michelle Henrie,
was not elected until 1986.
An influential role model for
me was Karen Morse, department head for chemistry and
biochemistry, then dean of
science, and eventually provost. Karen’s visibility in these
leadership roles was significant for those of us advancing
in our own careers.
One of the most important women’s groups to me
was “Fridays,” academic
women who were actively
involved in improving the
status of women on campus.
As Alison Comish Thorne
noted in her memoir, Leave
the Dishes in the Sink, the
women in Fridays “gave each
other a leg up in our academic
careers, shared joys and accomplishments, and stood
by each other in difficult
times.” Another gathering of
women in professions across
the valley, BC—an acronym
for Before Clio that resulted
when some Clio members
found that cocktail hour was
perhaps more interesting than
the actual club—also adopted
me. And, yet another group

of community women told
me frankly, “If you want to
hang around with us, then
you’ll have to learn to ski
and play bridge.” I could
not have been luckier to find
such diverse and interesting
communities of women; they
are the primary reason why
I didn’t wander too far from
Cache Valley.
When I earned promotion to professor in 1990, I
became an unofficial keeper
of the list of women of that
rank. By this time, we could
count the number of women
“fulls” on two hands: nine
individuals. Over the years,
the figure grew. In 1998, one
addition surprised me, as I
thought I knew all women
faculty on campus: Noelle
E. Cockett. “Who is this?” I
asked the other women. We
were certainly going to find
out. By 2000, the count was
32, and the Utah System of
Higher Education released its
“Annual Report on Women
and Minorities in Faculty and
Administrative Positions,”
prepared for Commissioner
Foxley. A goal was for the
faculty and administrators to
reflect the increasing diversity
of the student body.
Why is the rank of professor so crucial to women’s
opportunities in academe?
Individuals who are successful
over the probationary tenure
and promotion from assistant
professor and on to professor,
are more likely to be tapped
for leadership positions. And
that was the case for me.
My interest in administration was whetted by directing
USU’s Writing Center and
shortly thereafter, the Composition program. Problem
solving, an important part
of any organization, was
stimulating. I became the first

woman to serve in a leadership role in the College
of Humanities, Arts, and
Social Sciences and the first
woman to have an administrative position in the Office
of Research as associate
vice president overseeing
undergraduate research. I
later became vice provost,
charged with overseeing
undergraduate education.
Throughout these roles,
I felt keenly the privilege
and responsibility of being a
visible woman in leadership.
After all, when I arrived on
campus, many departments
included no women whatsoever on the faculty. It’s been
a slow advance. While every
college but one has had a
woman serve as dean, and,
finally, a woman serves as
our 16th president, only 28%
of the faculty at the professor level are women.
However, USU has taken
proactive steps to increase
hiring, retaining, and
promoting women faculty,
and also faculty of color. A
five-year National Science
Foundation ADVANCE
Institutional Transformation
Award increased faculty hires
in STEM areas dramatically.
Diverse reasons contributed to the lack of women.
Early on, women were not
as likely to seek careers in
STEM fields, sometimes
attributed to gender and
cultural norms. Implicit bias
may exist in hiring, tenure,
and promotion decisions.
Then there is the situation
of women who must juggle
multiple roles as professional, wife, and mother. USU
researchers such as Christy
Glass and Alison Cook, and
Gary Kiger before them,
documented unbalanced
workloads in the home.

Seeing women in leadership roles is extraordinarily
important to girls and women.
From my own upbringing on
a farm with a 4H background,
most women worked mainly
in traditional jobs as teachers
and librarians, who opened the
world to me through books.
As first-generation college
students, my sister and I did
not bring to campus the social,
cultural, or political capital that
would have made the transition
from farm kids to coeds easier.
When I oversaw undergraduate
studies and research, a priority
was to introduce our first-year
students to opportunities from
the first days of their campus
experience.
Here we are in 2020, celebrating the Year of the Woman,
an initiative by President
Cockett, co-chaired by Sydney
Peterson and me, that recognizes important voting rights:
the ratification of 19th Amendment in 1920, the 1965 Voting
Rights Act, and, of course,
Utah’s role of having the first
woman to vote in 1870. We
have uncovered important
histories of women of USU.
Scholar Carolyn Heilbrun
writes “women in the past have
a dreadful tendency to disappear in a cloud of anonymity
and silence, . . . and one does
feel impelled to recover their
voices and stories.” My story
has been a remarkable one.
Growing up I never foresaw
my good fortune in landing at
a land-grant research university
that offers opportunity, professional and personal growth, and
the important support of an
Aggie family. Whenever I consider the slowness of women’s
advancement or enduring
misogyny, I reflect on the long
line of women who persisted in
fighting for their right to vote
to be recognized.
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Holly J. Hansen May 6, UT		
Clarence John Funk ’66, Jun. 11, CA		
Michael Verl Langston ’83, Apr. 14, UT		
Alan Garfield ’63, Jun. 23, UT		
Jamye Hansen Apr. 28, UT		
Mark E. Larson ’87, Apr. 7, UT		
Mary H. Jorgensen (Hatch) ’39, Apr. 20, GA		
Duane B. Gerrard ’60, May 24, UT		
Thelma Henrie Apr. 28, UT		
Nancy N. Mathews (Nortz) ’83MED, Jun. 23, UT		
Metta
E.
Godfrey
’65,
’83MS,
Apr.
7,
UT		
Shauna Herzog May 4, UT		
Allan
Hendry
Maughan
’84,
May
16,
UT		
1940s		
Thiel J. Gomm ’60, May 10, WY		
Sonja Hilding Apr. 12, UT		
Sherry Ann McEntire (Swapp) ’80MS, Mar. 31, UT		
Kathryn K. Andrews-Bird (Kirkham) ’43,
Betty
Griffin
(McArthur)
’66,
Jun.
13,
UT		
Evelyn Hillyard May 8, UT		
Deborah J. Nelson ’89PHD, Apr. 22, NE		
Lucille Bankhead (Danielson) ’45, Jun. 29, UT		
Robert
E.
Hahne
’65,
Apr.
22,
UT		
David Ervin Holmes Apr. 18, ID		
Keith
R.
Nelson
’85,
’90,
Apr.
28,
UT		
Colonel Vern Crockett ’40, May 8, UT		
Gust
G.
Himonas
’62,
Apr.
2,
UT		
James D. Howerton May 12, UT		
Duane
Aaron
Resare
’88,
Mar.
26,
UT		
Omeara B. Daniels (Olsen) ’47, Mar. 26, ID		
Alfred
B.
Hunter
’67,
Mar.
24,
UT		
Douglas Israelsen Apr. 25, UT		
William F. Steele ’86, Jun. 19, ID		
Ann B. Fletcher (Barber) ’43, May 1, UT		
Donna
M.
Hurst
(Jorgensen)
’61,
Mar.
23,
UT		
Leon Russell Jackson Apr. 30, UT		
David
Stephens
’87,
Jul.
6,
UT		
Marilyn Farr Freeman ’48, May 25, UT		
Delyle
B.
Jensen
’60,
’68MS,
Apr.
2,
UT		
David
Lawson
Trueblood
’86,
Apr.
21,
UT		
Sandra B. Jackson (Burnside) Apr. 23, UT		
William B. Gessel ’49, Jun. 8, UT		
Betty
J.
Jepsen
(Nelson)
’63,
’73MED,
Jul.
4,
ID		
Pamela J. Wilson ’89, Apr. 16, UT
Hal R. Jensen Jun. 3, UT		
Garth N. Jones ’47, Jul. 1, UT		
Huey
D.
Johnson
’66MS,
Jul.
12,
CA		
Joel C. Jensen Apr. 14, UT		
			
		
Joyce Parkinson (Keller) ’49, Jul. 4, UT		
Merlin
C.
Judkins
’64,
Mar.
15,
UT		
Louis Wells Jensen May 31, UT		
1990s
		
Jack J. Rasmussen ’49, Jun. 27, WA		
Gordon J. Kesler ’64, Apr. 29, AB		
Ronald Jewkes Jul. 5, UT		
Brad A. Adams ’91, Apr. 10, ID		
Lila R. Watterson (Ralphs) ’44, Mar. 20, UT		
Chin
O.
Kim
’67,
Mar.
18,
CA		
Yuvonne Jewkes Apr. 7, UT		
Michael R. Arehart ’94, ’97MED, May 14, UT		
Viva M. Wilcox (Gammell) ’44, Jul. 2, UT		
Ann
T.
Kunze
(Telford)
’61,
Apr.
28,
ID		
Lanae Jones May 9, UT		
Mary
Dawson
Ballard
’93MED,
May
10,
CA		
				
James Langford ’67, Jun. 23, ID		
Glen Anthony Kirk May 25, UT		
Anthony D. Barlow ’97, Mar. 24, UT		
1950s		
Lloyd B. Larsen ’63, Jun. 21, UT		
Betty J. Lampros Apr. 10, UT		
Jared T. Dower ’96, Jul. 3, UT		
Keith Abbott ’50, May 24, CA		
Richard K. Larsen ’60, Apr. 14, UT		
Florian Cedric Levry Jun. 28, UT		
John M. Embleton ’89, May 20, NM		
Robert D. Adamson ’52, ’55MS, Jul. 7, PA		
Kim B. Leishman ’65, ’70MS, Jun. 6, UT		
Johnny J. Lujan Jun. 14, UT		
Barbara
B.
Johnson
’97,
Apr.
15,
UT		
Ross L. Allen ’55, Jun. 25, UT		
Robert Lillywhite ’64, Mar. 28, UT		
Linda Marie Mack Jun. 21, UT		
Jessica Renea Keller (Harrison) ’98, Jul. 3, UT		
John L. Allsop ’58, Jun. 5, UT		
Richard E. Marchant ’68, ’72MS, May 30, CO		Nathan R. Kennard ’97, ’00MS, May 28, UT		
Janet W. Magnuson Jun. 2, UT		
Mark R. Berrett ’53, Mar. 29, UT		
George W. Mitchell ’69MS, ’72MBA, Jun. 25, NM		Stephen S. Lamb ’98, Mar. 28, UT		
Hazel Stettler Manning (Campbell) Apr. 9, UT		
LaRue R. Chamberlain ’51, Jun. 19, UT		
Gerald Lamont Moore ’63, Jun. 15, ID		
Mary Mannos Apr. 7, ID		
Marcus R. Mumford ’96, Apr. 13, UT		
Kurt J. Christensen ’50, May 16, UT		
Teddy M. Nelson ’65MS, Mar. 26, UT		
Kent J. Martin May 8, UT		
Michael E. Skeem ’98, Mar. 17, UT
Terry Thomas Conley ’58, Apr. 19, CO		
Ria E. Neville (Langeveld) ’61, Jun. 9, UT		
Nadine L. Marx (Leonard) May 12, UT		
		
			
Alma V. Connally (Shaffer) ’56, Mar. 27, MO		
Ernest Marvin Olsen ’64, Mar. 19, UT		
Carol McDonald Apr. 5, UT		
2000s		
Richard C. Cook ’57, ’60MS, Jun. 21, UT		
Harold Carr Olson ’65, Apr. 27, UT		
Karen J. Meiners (Welty) Jun. 27, ID		
Molly A. Cragun ’55, Apr. 4, UT		
Joann Marie Otte ’60, ’70MS, Apr. 27, UT		Keshena Brooks ’02, Jul. 1, UT		
Nancy P. Menlove Mar. 15, UT		
Kelly M. Bryant ’09MED, May 8, UT		
Ronald H. Crookston ’58, Jun. 5, UT		
James M. Phillips ’66, May 20, TX		
Eldon A. Money Jul. 8, UT		
Andrea Burdzy ’08, ’12MFA, Jul. 3, UT		
William Hatch Davis ’53, ’55MS, Jun. 30, TX		
Marque L. Randall ’69, Apr. 28, UT		
Karen R. Monson (Roberts) Jul. 4, UT		
Gregory Allen Frandsen ’00, Jun. 20, UT		
Beverly S. Dawson ’57, May 11, UT		
Paul Hill Read ’67, ’72, Apr. 12, UT		
Kirk Moore May 1, UT
Joyce Ensign (Gunnell) ’51, Mar. 26, UT		
David J. Remondini ’68PHD, May 7, MD		Eric Branson Hancock May 6, UT
ReNia Cronquist Moosman Jun. 25, WA		
Mark
A.
Lund
’08,
’10,
May
14,
UT		
Gary F. Evans ’57, ’59MS, Mar. 24, UT		
Mary Kaye Robb ’69, Jun. 22, UT		
Portia Morgan Jun. 7, UT		
Larry J. Faddis ’58, Mar. 16, UT		
Harriet Ruth Roberts (Shupe) ’63, Jun. 1, ID		Joy S. Roberts ’01MRC, Apr. 1, UT		
Darrell Dean Murdoch May 4, ID		
Arvel A. Fallis ’59, Jun. 3, VA		
Clinton D. Torgersen ’04, Mar. 14, UT		
Kenneth A. Satterfield ’61, May 20, ID		
Kristen Myler (Reber) Apr. 28, UT		
Gordon H. Flammer ’52, ’53MS, Jun. 14, UT		
Marguerite
Whitaker
(Benson)
’09,
May
12,
UT
Linda S. Sessions (Hatch) ’66, Apr. 23, CO		
Sue B. Myrberg (Burton) Mar. 17, UT		
James Gabettas ’57, Apr. 12, ID		
			
Morton Lynn Smith ’67, Apr. 23, UT		
Michael Nestor Apr. 9, NJ		
Charles W. Galloway ’50, Apr. 19, CA		
2010s		
Sharon Smith ’61, Apr. 13, UT		
LuGene Fern New May 11, UT		
Dale C. Geddes ’56, May 11, UT		
Dallen Stanley Hansen ’13, May 3, UT		
Howard D. Steggell ’62, Jun. 11, ID		
Chelle Marie Noyes Apr. 25, UT		
Coleen R. Goodwin (RAWSON) ’52, Jun. 9, UT		
Abe Herzberg ’15, May 5, VA		
Joan Hunsaker Stokes (Hunsaker) ’69,
Karlene C. Oelke (Rawson) May 29, UT		
Verla M. Green ’53, May 31, UT		
Luz E. Rodriguez ’15MBA, May 8, ID		
’78MS, May 7, UT
Barbara B. Olavarria (Bruce) Jun. 1, NV		
Roy E. Hadley ’58, May 2, UT		
Robert A. Sumbot, Sr. ’63, ’67MS, Jun. 6, UT		Crista Lee Sorenson ’12, ’17MS, Apr. 1, UT		
Adam Hogan Olson May 9, UT		
Audree W. Heaton ’59, Apr. 21, CA		
Brooke Whittekiend ’16, Apr. 10, UT		
Lynn D. Thomas ’67, May 5, WA		
Jerry L. Olson Jun. 2, UT		
J. T. Herrod, Jr. ’51, May 2, NV		
Ronald J. Tolley ’63, Apr. 27, UT		
Dee Pace Apr. 18, UT		
Virgil G. Hodges ’50, Jun. 6, WA		
2020s
		
Robert L. Vaughan ’68, Jun. 12, UT		
Boyd C. Parke Apr. 5, UT		
Lawrence T. Horne ’57, ’60MS, Jun. 9, UT		
Jaren Kay Rencher ’19, May 16, UT		
Edyth S. Ward ’66, Apr. 8, ID		
Duane G. Pearson Jun. 18, UT		
Ivan R. Huntsman ’56, Jul. 6, ID		
Gordon T. Watts ’63, Jun. 12, UT		
Kim Penrod Apr. 13, UT		
James S. Hurst ’53, May 22, UT		
			
Patricia Wells ’69, ’71MS, May 16, AZ		
Carole Elkington Peterson Mar. 22, UT		
Garold L. Hyer ’50, May 3, UT		
Betty P. White ’66, Apr. 23, NV		
ATTENDERS
Glen Maurice Pond Jun. 25, ID		
Glen W. Jensen ’52, Apr. 30, UT		
Trudy L. Young (Rich) ’67, Mar. 19, UT		
Angela S. Aldred Dec. 4, CO		
A. Jay Poulson Jun. 4, UT		
Norris G. Johanson ’51, Apr. 17, UT		
		
Doris Alexander (Adams) May 31, UT		
Kent Neldon Powell Mar. 14, UT		
Samuel Garth Johnson ’58, Jun. 30, UT		
1970s
		
Kenneth
G.
Allen
Jun.
15,
UT		
Duane R. Preston May 22, UT		
Wilford J. Jones ’58, May 27, NC		
Brad Gregory Anderson ’74, May 4, UT		
Roberta Anne Allred May 9, UT		
Anthony F. Kamand ’55, Mar. 28, NJ		
Steven C. Probert Mar. 18, UT		
Jack Robert Anderson ’70, ’74MS, Jun. 23, UT		June Kammerman Applegate (Kammerman)
Paul E. Lambert ’50, Jun. 10, ID		
Elaine Reintjes (Handy) May 3, UT		
Larry
W.
Arp
’74EDD,
Jun.
29,
IN		
Jun.
28,
NM		
Joseph E. Lee ’59, Jun. 24, NM		
Robert Joseph Riley Jun. 22, TX		
Thomas P. Biddulph ’78, Apr. 4, UT		
Kelly Shaw Argyle Apr. 4, UT		
Colonel Carl A. Leishman ’50, Mar. 15, NM		
Dee Lufkin Risenmay Apr. 16, ID		
Richard E. Collins, Sr. ’71, Jun. 17, UT		
LaRue Holbrook Argyle Jun. 16, ID		
Charles J. Lewis ’52, Mar. 26, IA		
Jeanette Robinson Apr. 12, UT		
Jerrald
D.
Conder
’70,
Apr.
25,
UT		
Jason
Andrew
Artez
Apr.
2,
UT		
Robert W. Lindhardt ’59, Jun. 6, WY		
Willie Romero May 9, UT		
Michael J. Davis ’74, ’76MS, Jun. 17, CA		
Willard Austin Apr. 27, UT		
Dixie R. Linn (Rawlins) ’53, Apr. 22, UT		
Sharlene Marie Rutland Jun. 9, UT		
Robert P. DeLong ’76, May 29, UT		
Keith Nuel Ballard May 16, UT		
Rex G. Mabey, Jr. ’51, Apr. 27, NV		
Leah J. Saastamoinen (Jessen) Mar. 17, NM		
Ruth Harrop (Warner) ’70, May 3, ID		
Shauna Balls Apr. 6, UT		
Lucy C. Meek (Larsen) ’53, May 28, UT		
Larry Dean Saling Jun. 8, TX		
Margaret B. Haycock (Budge) ’76MS, Mar. 18, CO		Howard S. Basso Apr. 8, UT		
Brent I. Nash ’55, Jun. 28, UT		
Clayne J. Salvesen Jun. 5, ID		
Charles L. Hayman ’71, May 7, CA		
Amedeo Beacco May 9, UT		
Wenden M. Nye ’54, May 10, ID		
Cecil Frank Shurtz Jun. 11, UT		
Helen J. Henderson ’77, Jun. 27, ID		
Milagros Belarmino-Baldazo (Belabmino)
Robert Glade Painter ’51, ’56MS, May 15, CA		
Michael Lewis Storey Jun. 11, UT		
Marion Lyman Henrie ’74MS, May 13, UT		 Jun. 7, TX		
Jack B. Parson, Jr. ’56, Mar. 21, UT		
Ronald J. Swenson Jun. 9, UT		
Dennis Hoskins ’78, ’82MED, Apr. 17, UT		Richard Brown Best May 10, UT		
Don S. Pincock ’54, Apr. 18, UT		
Karl Tanner Jul. 8, UT		
Darel L. Jardine ’70, ’89, ’93MSS, Apr. 19, UT		Boyd R. Booth May 24, UT		
Douglas S. Raymond ’57, May 26, UT		
Delbert Tarbet Apr. 24, UT		
JoAnn H. Jenkins ’70, Jul. 2, UT		
James Brimhall Jun. 29, UT		
Reid Lorin Rice ’51, Mar. 29, UT		
John Allen Taylor Mar. 21, UT		
Annalee O. Johnson ’78, Jun. 10, ID		
Arthur Eugene Burton Apr. 17, UT		
Gwenavere Sandberg (Allen) ’51, ’65MED,
DeAnn Dunford Thompson (Dunford) May 11, ID		
Sheri N. Leak ’76, May 3, UT		
Ford Call May 3, ID		
May 4, UT		
Shirley Dee Thompson May 20, ID		
Richard L. Loether ’77MS, Jun. 3, CO		
Patsy Ida Call May 4, UT		
Rendell Mack Seamons ’54, ’60MS, Apr. 13, UT		
Mandy Sioux Twiss Apr. 10, SD		
Esther B. Mercer (Van Seters) ’72, Apr. 8, UT		Beverly C. Campbell (Allgood) Apr. 26, UT		
Maudell Smith ’51, Apr. 22, UT		
Dalton Nolan Van Jun. 13, UT		
Larry J. Mize ’78ME, Mar. 14, UT		
Lynn M. Carlson Apr. 29, UT		
Ortize N. Thompson, Jr. ’56, Apr. 4, UT		
Salomao Vieira Apr. 9, ON		
Jean S. Nelson (Spackman) ’73, Mar. 14, UT		John A. Chacon Jun. 25, UT		
Merlin A. Tracy ’57, Jun. 27, UT		
Jake Brent Vigor Mar. 19, UT		
Chris Francis Newbold ’74, Apr. 9, UT		
Ronald J. Christensen Jun. 2, UT		
Blaine C. Tueller ’57, Jun. 7, UT		
Kent Mac Wade Apr. 14, WA		
Stanford Von Nielson ’78, May 12, UT		
Kade Robson Christiansen Jun. 22, UT		
Cardon W. Willis ’59, Jun. 22, UT		
Deanna R. Wankier Apr. 9, UT		
Martin J. Nodilo ’70, Apr. 27, AZ		
Ronald Clark May 24, UT		
Marvin H. Woodbury ’50, Apr. 8, UT		
J. Don Wardle Mar. 22, UT		
James T. Northrop ’78PHD, Mar. 20, NV		
James A. Clinger Jun. 5, UT		
Anita H. Yardley (Jeppson) ’59, Apr. 12, UT		
Jenae Mildred Wayment May 22, UT
Reid W. Olsen ’73, Mar. 19, UT		
Stephen Joe Cunningham Apr. 28, NV		
				
Sandra S. Westover Mar. 15, UT		
Mary Orme ’77, Apr. 7, UT		
Weston C. Dahl Jun. 4, UT		
1960s		
Donald K. Whittaker Mar. 24, UT		
Michael D. Preston ’76, Jun. 17, TX		
Alan R. Dalley May 22, UT		
Beverly A. Barton ’61, Mar. 31, UT		
Frank Albert Wiegel II Jul. 10, UT		
Richard Gordon Randall ’79MED, ’80MS,
John S. Daniels Jun. 5, UT		
Meredith C. Bell (Cragun) ’65, ’69MS,
Janae Wilkinson (Evans) Apr. 4, UT		
Apr. 21, UT		
John Lloyd Deans Apr. 17, UT		
Jun. 13, UT		
Marlow Blair Williams May 23, NV		
Sandra Sidwell (Blackham) ’70, Jun. 17, UT		Aida M. Delopez Apr. 25, UT
Gary L. Bliss ’61, ’63MS, Apr. 30, ID		
Robert Dee Williamson Jun. 18, ID		
Joan Smith (Behling) ’73, ’89, May 8, UT		
Harry Dragatis Mar. 27, UT		
Dorothy J. Bradford (Judd) ’67, Apr. 7, UT		
Wilbert A. Willie Jun. 11, AZ		
Bernard G. Sparks ’71, Jun. 21, ID		
Jeanette Claire Edwards Jul. 4, UT		
Darlis Sharp Brown ’66, Apr. 2, UT		
James Lynn Wold Apr. 27, UT		
Michael J. Stemkoski ’73MAC, Mar. 14, UT		Earlene M. Eliason Apr. 17, UT		
Melvin Ray Bryson ’62, ’67MIE, May 10, UT		
Ned Henry Worthington Jun. 27, UT		
Clive Tuckett ’78MS, Apr. 5, UT		
Frank Louis Erwin Mar. 24, UT		
Robert Leland Carling ’64, May 13, UT		
Julie Ann Wright Jun. 18, UT		
			
Francine M. Ferry Jun. 9, NV		
Edward D. Cole ’68, Jun. 14, UT		
Mavis Margaret Wrigley (Hobson) Jul. 4, ID		
1980s		
Jessie Lee Floyd Jun. 11, UT		
Ralph D. Crockett ’65, Jun. 20, UT		
Gene Russell Yardley Apr. 2, UT		
W. Sue Blaisure (Smith) ’85, Jun. 10, NM		
James Patrick Francisco Jul. 5, MT		
Joseph William Dunford ’65, Jun. 14, ID		
J. Dean Young Mar. 16, UT		
John J. Breznick ’86, Apr. 6, VA		
Harold Frost Apr. 28, UT		
Richard O. Eames ’61, Apr. 10, UT		
Danny E. Zundel Jun. 8, ID		
Dale E. Bublitz ’80, Apr. 12, CO		
Juell Garlick Jun. 13, UT		
Lee Bybee Edlefsen ’61, Apr. 10, ID		
			
Darla Checketts ’84, Jun. 23, UT		
Dan R. Erb ’66, Mar. 18, TX		
Jo Ann Garrett May 8, KY		
		 		
Claire Crowther ’88MED, Jun. 27, NV		
Lynn T. Fergus ’62, Apr. 4, UT		
Joseph J. Grant May 4, UT		
Jeff K. Garbett ’82MED, May 20, MT		
Elaine Ericksen Green Jul. 5, UT		
USU EDUCATORS
John A. Hansen ’82, Apr. 5, UT		
Nancy Fox Greenwood (Fox) May 26, UT		
Gordon H. Flammer Jun. 14, UT			
Marc Hansen ’83, ’85MS, Apr. 28, UT		
Stephanie Marie Hansell Jun. 15, UT		
Jan Koch ’80, Apr. 9, UT		
Gayla Hansen May 25, UT		
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traditions, and inspire the next Aggie generation. Aggie chapters are filling the map.

Don’t see one where you live? Contact your Alumni Association to help bring a chapter to YOU.

2 Ways to Win Aggie Swag!
Share Your Aggie Story
How has USU made an impact on your life? Have a personal story about
your passion for the Aggies? A favorite Aggie memory or tradition?
Tell us your story at usu.edu/aggiestory.

Update Your Record
Had a career change? Recently celebrated a life milestone? New email
address? Keep us up-to-date at usu.edu/alumniupdate. We’ll keep you
informed about upcoming events, let you know what’s happening around
campus, and continue to send your favorite Utah State publications.
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All entries will receive an Aggie sticker!
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